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Introduction
The Standard Model of fundamental interaction (SM) provides an extremely
successful framework for the phenomenology up to the energy scale typical of the
weak force. Its predictions have been extensively tested in many particle physics
experiments during the last 25 years, always showing a substantial agreement
with the data. Despite its success, many open questions are still there and need
to be addressed. In particular, there is still no experimental evidence of the
key component of the SM, the Higgs Boson, i.e. the particle responsible for the
breaking of the Electroweak symmetry and for the masses of the fermions and
of the weak bosons.
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will produce proton-proton collisions at
a center of mass energy of 14 TeV, an energy one order of magnitude higher
than the regime explored so far. The first collisions are scheduled for the end
of 2007. The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) is an omni-purposes experiment
that will operate at the LHC. By measuring the particles produced in the LHC
p−p interactions, CMS will shed light on the still unknown physics laws beyond
the Standard Model.
This thesis summarizes the contribution that I have given in the last years
to the CMS collaboration, in particular within the Drift Tube Chambers community.
The main subject of this work is the analysis in full detector simulation of
the h → W + W − → µ+ νµ− ν̄ Higgs boson decay chain which is considered the
most favorable signature for the Higgs particle discovery in the intermediate
Higgs mass scenario, i.e. for mh ∼ 2mW . However, the presence of the two
neutrinos in the final state spoils the possibility to precisely reconstruct the
Higgs mass. An eventual discovery will have thus to rely on an excess of events
in a predefined phase space region. The evaluation of the various background
processes from the data is therefore a major issue for the effectiveness of this
analysis. This aspect will be treated in details in this thesis.
The main observables of the Higgs signal considered here are the two muons
in the final state, characterized by a high momentum (∼ 40 GeV) and a rather
central pseudorapidity distribution. The detectors deployed by CMS in the barrel region for the the identification and measurement of the muons produced
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in the LHC interactions are the Drift Tube Chambers (DT). The CMS collaboration performed a full integration test (MTCC) in the second half of 2006,
during the commissioning of the magnet system. The second subject of this
document is the analysis of the cosmic muon data recorded during the MTCC.
The basic performances of the DT chambers will be studies in details, focusing
on the detector calibration issues.
The thesis is organized as follows: the first two chapters are dedicated to
introduce the physics scope of the LHC and to describe the design and the
performances of the CMS subdetectors. In the third chapter, the results of the
analysis on the DT data taken during the MTCC are discussed. The last two
chapters are devoted to the h → W + W − → µ+ νµ− ν̄ analysis: in chapter 4,
the signal and backgrounds properties are studied and the theoretical aspects
concerning the Monte Carlo generation are addressed. Chapter 5 is dedicated
to the experimental issues related to the analysis. The strategies to normalize
the background components will be discussed in detail, evaluating in particular
the various systematic error sources.
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Chapter 1
Physics at the Large Hadron
Collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is a 27 km long collider presently under construction at CERN, which will produce proton-proton collisions1 with a center
of mass energy of 14 TeV and with an instantaneous luminosity of 1034 cm−2 s−1 .
In this chapter, after an overview of the present knowledge and of the remaining
open questions about the physics of the fundamental interactions, the reasons
that led to the realization of the LHC project is discussed. After describing with
some detail the LHC design and the phenomenology of the p − p collisions, the
main requirements for the two omni-purposes experiments that will operate at
LHC, ATLAS and CMS, are addressed.

1.1
1.1.1

Physics before the LHC era
The Standard Model

After years of tremendous experimental and theoretical achievements, nowadays we have a theoretical framework, the Standard Model of fundamental interactions (SM), that can explain and predict, within the present experimental
accuracy, the phenomena associated to the strong, electromagnetic and weak
interaction down to a scale of 10−18 m [1].
The SM is a quantum field theory based on non abelian groups of local gauge
symmetries. The matter fields are represented by Dirac spinors associated to
two distinct sets of point-like particles of spin 12 (fermions). Each set is composed
by 6 elements organized into 3 families. The interactions between the matter
1

the LHC will provide also heavy ions (Lead, Oxygen, Argon, Sn, Krypton) collisions.
However, this work will focus exclusively on the proton-proton physics which is indeed the
main part of the physics program of the collider and of the CMS experiment.
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fields are described by the coupling of the latters with the gauge vector bosons
arising in the model when requiring the local invariance for transformations
belonging to the SU (3)C × SU (2)L × U (1)Y gauge group. The Lagrangian of
the theory can be schematically summarized as follow:
LSM −massless = i

X
f

1 (a) (a)µν
F
ψ f γ µ Dµ ψf − Fµν
4

Dµ = ∂µ + ig

X λ(a)
a

(a)
Fµν

=

∂µ A(a)
ν

−

∂ν A(a)
µ

2

A(a)
µ

(c)
− gfabc A(b)
µ Aµ

(1.1)

(1.2)
(1.3)

The sum in the first term of 1.1 extends to all the fermions and the covariant
derivative, explicitly expressed in 1.2, accounts for the fermions kinetic terms
and for the interaction between fermions and gauge vector bosons. The second
term, expanded in 1.3, represents the kinetic terms of the gauge bosons and
their self-interaction (in the case of non-Abelian gauge groups). Each of the 3
gauge subgroups in the SM presents its own coupling constants (gs , gL and gY ),
its respective set of structure functions (fabc ) and algebra generator matrices
(λ(a) ).
The SU (3)C part of the model is called Quantum Chromo-Dynamics (QCD)
and regards only the quark fields which carry a “color” charge and are arranged
in triplets ψq = (ψqred , ψqgreen , ψqblue )T . The 8 gauge bosons corresponding to
the 8 SU (3) generator matrices (Gell-Mann matrices) are called gluons. The
renormalization scale dependence of the QCD coupling constants gs is such that
its value decreases as the scale increase (asymptotic freedom). Stable low energy
configurations of quarks (hadrons) are then always color singlets and then the
quarks must carry a fractional electric charge.
In the Electro-Weak sector of the Lagrangian, SU (2)L × U (1)Y , the chirality
of the fermions fields matters: left-handed fermions are SU (2)L doublets (from
here the label “L”) whereas the right-handed are singlets. The charge of the
(right and left-handed) fields for U (1)Y is assigned according to the relation
Y = Q − I3 where I3 is the conserved current associated to the 3rd generator
of the SU (2)L algebra. The 4 gauge bosons associated to the generators of
the symmetry group are redefined in order to correctly interpret the interaction
with matter fields in term of photon, W ’s and Z bosons, consequently also
gauge coupling constants can be re-expressed in term of a “mixing” angle θW
(the Weimberg angle) and the electric charge e.
The gauge symmetry foundation of the theory is fundamental to preserve
the possibility for the model to be renormalizible. However the gauge invariance
does not allow to introduce any mass terms neither for the fermions nor for the
weak gauge bosons which is clearly in contrast with the experiment. It is then
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necessary that, at the energy experimentally explored so far, SU (2)L × U (1)Y
were a (spontaneously) broken symmetry. In the context of the SM the way to
achieve that is to introduce a complex scalar doublet with a vacuum expectation
value v different from zero:
LHiggs = Dµ Φ† Dµ Φ − µ2 Φ† Φ + λ[Φ† Φ]2 ; µ2 , λ > 0

(1.4)

the potential is characterized by a set of minima for [Φ† Φ]2 = µ2 /2λ =
v 2 /2, all connected by gauge transformations (change of phase for the complex
field). However when a minimum is chosen, the symmetry is lost and 3 out
of 4 degree of freedom of the scalar (the goldstone modes) could be eliminated
by choosing an appropriate gauge. The remaining degree of freedom i.e. the
field representing the quantum oscillations around the vacuum, is called Higgs
boson. As a consequence, 3 out of the 4 gauge bosons in the kinetic term of 1.4
i.e. W + , W − , Z acquire a mass proportional to v, whereas the photon, which is
associated to the only√unbroken symmetry, remains massless. The Higgs itself
gets a mass equal to 2λv 2 .
The fermions masses are provided in an analogue way by adding to the
Lagrangian Yukawa-like interaction terms, with each coupling constant proportional to the respective fermion mass. Notably for the quarks (and recently
found also for the leptons) the mass eigenstates do not correspond to the weak
force eigenstates; there exists indeed a unitary 3 × 3 matrix in the flavor state
(known as CKM matrix for the quarks) that mixes the mass-flavor eigenstates.
The CKM has 4 parameters, one of this is a complex phase which can be reabsorbed everywhere in the Lagrangian, but in the charge weak currents terms.
These interactions violate then either the P and the CP discrete symmetries.
Either the QCD and the Electroweak sectors of the SM have been tested
in extremely deep details in the last decades by the particles experiments in
various labs around the world, e.g. at LEP, SLC, Tevatron, HERA colliders.
Its predictions, whose great accuracy in most of the cases is limited only by the
capability of performing calculations of high order terms in the perturbative development, match within the systematic and statistical errors the experimental
measurements at the precision level of O(10−3 ) (see the left plot in fig. 1.1).
The gauge symmetry that rules the phenomena up to the scale of 100 GeV
and in particular the Electroweak part, as the right plot in fig. 1.1 proves, is
a doubtless truth. The precision measurements that have been performing so
far seeking for indirect evidence of new phenomena belonging to higher energy
at the Electroweak scale, e.g. the analysis of the B mesons decays to look for
unitary violation of the CKM matrix, do not show disagreement with the SM,
setting thus stringent limits on new physics theories.
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Figure 1.1: Left: Principal SM observable compared with the theoretical predictions. Right: W-pair cross section as a function of the center-of-mass energy;
dashed line if ZWW vertex did not exist, dotted-dashed if only νe exchange existed [2].

1.1.2

Open questions

Despite its enormous success, the SM is far from being the final theory. There
are in fact numerous experimental and theoretical reasons to believe that the
SM is only an effective theory valid only up to the Electroweak scale. Even
before any consideration about extensions of the SM, there is the fundamental
problem of the lack of direct experimental evidence for the key element of the
SM itself, i.e. the Electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism (EWSB). Up to
now only a lower limit on the Higgs mass (mH ) exists corresponding to 114.4
GeV (95% CL) set by LEP2 experiments. However (as it happens for whatever
field is added to the model), the Higgs existence can be indirectly argued by
measuring precisely other observables, in particular the top quark and the W
bosons have the strongest coupling with the Higgs and then the self-energy
corrections to their mass is particularly sensitive to mH . The present world
averaged values of mW and mt lead to mH [80 − 220] GeV at 95% CL [2] (fig.
1.2).
A set of critical issues arises when the quantum corrections to the free parameters in the Higgs Lagrangian are computed. By solving the renormalization
group equation for λ (the self interaction term in the Higgs potential), one obtains theoretical bounds on mH as a function of the renormalization scale Λ:
requiring the Higgs potential to be bounded from below is equivalent to impose
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Figure 1.2: Left: prediction on the Higgs mass by the world average fit (blue
band). In yellow the masses excluded by LEP. Right: mH dependency on top
quark and W masses.

λ(µ) to stay positive (left plot in fig. 1.3). For large values of mH , λ(µ) increases with µ, passing the perturbative limit (λ . 1) and eventually hitting
the Landau singularity (right plot in fig. 1.3). The consistency of the model till
the Plank scale (MP ∼ 1019 GeV) is obtained only if mH belongs to the small
range [150 − 180] GeV.

Figure 1.3: Higgs self interaction term (λ) dependency on the renormalization
scale µ
The most critical question about the EWSB regards the naturalness of the
Higgs mass. It receives in fact quantum correction proportional to the cut-off
scale squared. Since there are no (weakly broken) symmetries recovered when
mH → 0 that “protect” mH (like the chiral symmetry for the fermions’ masses),
either one has to set Λ, i.e. the validity range of the theory, smaller the TeV,
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or, if we pretend mH << Λ, in the context of the SM only a huge unnatural
fine-tuning is required. A scenario where Λ . 1 TeV has been ruled out by the
precision tests of the SM, which exclude the contribution from new physics at
such a close scale [3].
A doubtless fact is that the Higgs boson causes troubles (and then quest for
new physics!) even before being discovered.
A major concern in our attempt to comprehend the fundamental interactions is represented by the weakest force, gravity. General Relativity, despite
its elegance and predictive power in the macroscopic world, is a classical theory,
the high dimension operators in the classical Lagrangian preventing it to be
renormalizible. Nowadays, the most appealing approach to the challenge of the
gravitational field quantization is given by (super)string theories which however
are still lacking of predictive power due to the difficulties in linking the gravity
perturbative regime with the SM phenomena. The gravity natural scale, i.e.
MP ∼ 1019 GeV is in fact incredibly far above the Electroweak scale. This is
known as hierarchy problem and actually it is just one of these kind of issues
which seem to affect most of the parameters of the SM (Higgs potential parameters, quark and lepton masses, parameters in the CKM and lepton mixing
matrices).
Many phenomenological models try to fill the “desert” between the Plank
and the SM scale in the attempt to connect different interactions in view of
a great unified theory. Generally the guiding principle is the naturalness of
the Higgs which is achieved following different approaches. Within the most
fashionable, the SUSY models [4] introduces a new symmetry that associates
to each SM particle a partner with opposite spin-statistic, canceling thus the
fermion contribution in the loop of the Higgs self energy. Following another
approach, thecnicolor theories [5] neglect the elementary nature of the Higgs,
assuming it as composed by strongly interacting fermions in analogy with the π
mesons in QCD. In models with warped extra dimensions [6], the SM particles
lives in a 4-D brane of a higher dimensional space; the gravity is indeed strong
as the other forces (and then its natural scale is shift down to the SM one)
and it seems so weak because, being the only field that can propagate trough
the “bulk”, its component on the SM brane is small. A common unpleasant
feature of these phenomenological models is the abundance of additional free
parameters (that in some cases make the model hardly falsifiable).
Finally, a puzzle that perfectly reflects the limitations of our knowledge
of the Nature is provided by cosmology. From the analysis of the anisotropy
power spectrum of the cosmic microwave background, the total density parameter of the universe Ω is measured to be equal to 1 with an error of 2% [7].
Considering that the known matter, described by SM, accounts only for few
percents, the main components are completely obscure to us. In particular, as-
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tronomical observations (e.g. of galactic rotation curves) implies the existence of
non-luminous and non-absorbing matter, which can not be explained in terms
of standard (model) matter. This dark matter contributes with a density of
ΩDM ∼ 25%. Most of the SM extensions like SUSY, provide candidates for the
DM, by imposing Z2 −like symmetries to the predicted new particles, making
at least one of them stable. The rest of density component needed to rend the
universe flat is known as Dark Energy as it comes from a cosmological constant
in the Einstein equation; it can be thought as the energy of the vacuum and
possesses weird features as negative pressure. Up to now there is no clue about
the origin and the nature of this component. It is meaningful to notice the
4
Higgs boson introduces also a vacuum energy term, λ v4 & 108 GeV 4 , which is
54 order of magnitude grater than the value inferred by cosmology!
Still from cosmological observations, there is the evidence that the antimatter component of the universe is negligible with respect to the matter one.
Along the evolution of the cosmos this could be achieved only if there were
interaction which violated the CP symmetry in favor of matter fields. Indeed the
weak charged currents interactions violates CP, but the amount of the violation
is not enough to explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe2 .
The picture that emerges from this section is rather clear: the SM explains
extremely well the experimental data up to the scale of 100 GeV, but there are
numerous arguments of paramount importance belonging to unexplored energy
domains which still need to be understood and tested. The Large Hadron
Collider has been designed to shed light on these open questions by producing
phenomena at energy scales of the order of few TeV.

1.2

The Large Hadron Collider

The LHC [8] is currently under installation in the 26.7 km LEP tunnel placed
∼ 100 meters underneath the country area around CERN in Geneva. It will
accelerate 2 proton beams up to 7 TeV producing√collisions in 4 interaction
points along the circle with a center-of-mass energy ( s) of 14 TeV. A schematic
view of the LHC is given in fig. 1.4.

1.2.1

Technical design

The choice of a non-elementary particle as the proton for the beams instead of
electrons-positrons is mandatory due to the energy loss by synchrotron radiation
which was the ultimate limitation for the LEP beam energy. Being proportional
to γ 4 the synchrotron radiation for protons is (mp /me )4 ∼ 1013 smaller than
2

Related to this however, someone has to explain me why in the human beings and in general
in the mammals the heart is towards the left part of the body and the liver on the right
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Figure 1.4: Left: LHC schematic view Right: LHC superconducting dipoles
installed in the tunnel

for electrons. Indeed LHC will have very few radio-frequency cavities placed in
only one place along the machine and providing 0.5 MeV/turn to the beams.
The usage of 2 proton beams instead of having one composed by anti-protons
(like at the Tevatron or at the Spps) is not a disadvantage from the physics
point of view, given the higher center of mass energy, on the contrary, it allows
an easy and fast population of both beams with a high number of particles.
For a discovery oriented machine, a great effort is devoted to push the momentum of the colliding beams as high as possible. Given the relation:
P [GeV ] = 0.3Br [T ][m]

(1.5)

and the radius of the LEP tunnel (∼ 4200 m), the limitation on the momentum
comes from the bending power of the dipole magnets, i.e. their magnetic field.
LHC is composed by 1232 15 meter long superconducting dipole magnets cooled
down to 2.1◦ K by super-fluid Helium. The maximum design field is 8.3 T. For
compactness purposes, both the 2 pipes where the 2 beams travel in opposite
directions will be allocated in the same magnet, the field in each pipe being
equal in module but opposite in versus. A picture of some dipoles installed in
the tunnel is shown in fig. 1.4.
Together with the energy, the main parameter of the collider is the luminosity which is defined as the ratio between the number of events obtained for a
given scattering process and its total cross section. The luminosity is the time
integral of quantity, the instantaneous luminosity, which depends exclusively on
the accelerator parameters:
L=

γf kB Np2
F;
4πn β ∗

θc σz
F = (1 + ( √ ∗ )2 )−1/2
2 n β

(1.6)
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Parameter
Energy
Dipole field
Number of particles/bunch (Np )
Number of bunches (kB )
Bunch spacing
r.m.s. bunch length
r.m.s. beam radius at IP
β∗
Total crossing angle at IP
Number of collisions/crossing
Luminosity lifetime

11

value
7
8.3
1.15 × 1011
2808
25
53
15
0.55
300
20
15

unit
TeV
T

ns
mm
µm
m
µrad
h

Table 1.1: Main LHC parameters

where γ is the Lorentz factor, f is the revolution frequency, kB is the number
of bunches, Np is the number of protons per bunch, n is the normalized transverse emittance, β ∗ is the betatron function at the interaction point (IP), and
F is the reduction factor due to the beam crossing angle at the IP. Clearly, to
pursue the statistical precision of the measurements but most of all to get a reasonable chance to observe new physics processes which may produce extremely
rare events, L has to be as high as possible. The design LHC instantaneous luminosity is 1034 cm−2 s−1 . This impressive value needs enormous technical problems, connected to each parameter in formula 1.6, to be faced. The nominal
values of some LHC parameters is given in table 1.2.1.
It’s worth noticing here in particular the 25 ns bunch crossing spacing, corresponding to a 40 MHz beams intersection rate which imposes tight constraints
on the performance of the experiments triggering systems.
The LHC installation will end by September 2007 when the commissioning
of the machine will start. For the rest of 2007 only technical runs are foreseen
where the parameters of the machine will be kept far from their nominal value.
The first physics run will occur in spring 2008 starting with a bunch spacing of
75 ns and β ∗ = 2 m. The goal for 2008 is to reach the so called low luminosity
stage with L = 2 × 1033 cm−2 s−1 and integrate up to 5 f b−1 . The final luminosity
will be issued around 2010 with a L/year∼ 100f b−1 .

1.2.2
√

Phenomenology of LHC p-p collision

At s = 14 TeV, the total inelastic p − p cross section is estimated to be
O(100) mb, dominated by QCD processes (fig. 1.5). The majority of the events
will be characterized by a small momentum transfer (Q2 ) between the protons,
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therefore the products of the collisions will have negligible transverse momentum (pT ) and will escape down the beam pipe. These events are often called
Minimum Bias.
The hard interactions which can produce interesting physics, occur when
2
Q is large and the structure of the protons is probed. This happens however
with a much smaller probability than soft collisions. The two monochromatic
proton beams can thus be seen as beams of partons (quarks and gluons) with
a wide band of energy. The interacting partons in fact carry only a fraction of
the protons momentum. With respect to leptons collider, this √
has the disad√
vantage that the center-of-mass energy of the hard scattering ( ŝ = x1 x2 s,
where x1 , x2 are the fraction of momentum carried by the interacting partons)
is smaller than the proton momentum and remains unknown. On the other
hand, this indetermination guarantees an effective scan of the energy range up
to almost the collider top energy which is of course extremely suitable for the
discovery of unknown physics.

Figure 1.5: Left: Cross sections for various processes with protons in the
initial state as a function of the center of mass energy Right: The (x, Q2 ) range
explorable at the LHC for various masses and rapidities [9]

The boost between the interaction rest-frame and the laboratory system
1 +x2
(γ = √x4x
) is then usually much larger than 1 and also unknown. To cope with
1 x2
this, the trajectories of the final state particles are described in pseudospherical
coordinates, with the azimuthal angle replaced by the particle pseudorapidity
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η which, in the ultrarelativistic limit, coincides with the rapidity y:
y=

1  E + pz 
ln
2
E − pz

≈

η=


1  |~p|(1 + cos(θ)) 
θ
ln
= − ln tan
2
|~p|(1 − cos(θ))
2

(1.7)

y is clearly Lorentz invariant for boost transformation along the z-axis, hereafter
assumed to represent the beams axis.
The use of protons as colliding particles poses a major challenge to the
capability of calculating total and differential cross sections and consequently
to the accuracy of the simulation of the physics processes by means of Monte
Carlo programs. Although the asymptotic freedom, i.e. the decreasing of the
αs with the increasing of the scale, allows to factorize the hard interaction as an
incoherent scattering on the single partons, on the other hand long range phenomena cannot be treated perturbatively. To avoid infra-red soft and collinear
singularities producing logarithmic divergent terms, one has to consider only
inclusive quantities. In particular when considering hadronic initial states the
arising singularities have to be absorbed by the Q2 dependent parton density
functions of proton (PDF). The cross section of a given process is then obtained
by convoluting the partonic cross section σ̂ with the PDF:
XZ
(1.8)
dxa dxb f (xa , Q2 )f (xb , Q2 )σ̂(xa , xb , αs (Q2 ))
σ=
ab

Although the proton PDF have been computed rather precisely fitting deep
inelastic scattering and Drell-Yan production data, the (x, Q2 ) range involved
in potential new physics production at LHC extends by orders of magnitude
the one covered by other colliders (see right plot of fig. 1.5).

Figure 1.6: Pictorial representation of a p − p collision.
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Fig. 1.6 pictorially represents the complexity of a p − p collision. Long range
interactions rule either the initial and the final state: concerning the initial state,
in addition to the hard scattering, other soft interactions can occur between the
spectator partons originating the so called “underlying event”. Initial state radiation from the hard-interacting partons also contribute to that. Each colored
parton in the final state hadronize, i.e. stabilize into an ensemble of color singlet
hadrons (jet). All these processes cannot be computed perturbatively and have
to be modeled on the data.
In addition to the uncertainty due to the non perturbative phenomena, the
dependency of the Born-level calculation of the hard process cross section on
the renormalization scale is sizable and makes the (LO) prediction in most
of the cases not reliable. The more accurate computation at next-to-leading
order (NLO) is though extremely difficult to obtain and to implement into
Monte Carlo programs. Virtual corrections are divergent if considered alone,
real external “legs”Feynmann diagrams have to be included in order to keep
the calculation finite. The NLO corrections to a given process then always
present in the final state one additional jet. This can generate ambiguities in
the definition of the final state. An example about this issue will be given in
chapter 4 when the single top production will be discussed.
Apart from the technical aspects concerning the theoretical description, the
LHC is a very challenging environment also from the experimental point of
view. Considering in fact that at the nominal design luminosity there will be
on average 20 interactions per bunch crossing (pile-up), a typical event at LHC
will be characterized by O(1000) particles in the final state. Identifying and
measuring the products of the hard scattering will be then clearly not an easy
task.
As can be noticed from the left plot in fig. 1.5, QCD overwhelms electroweak and new physics processes, the former’s cross section being many orders of magnitude greater then the latter’s. Nonetheless, as the center of mass
energy increases, the interesting physics cross sections grow much faster than
the total inelastic one. For mH close to the LEP limit, at the LHC at the
design luminosity, the production rate of the Higgs boson will be of the order of
1 Hz. Though, due to the enhancement of the gluon component in the proton
2
PDF at high
√ Q , the QCD production of high pT jets grows even at a higher
rate with s. This sets a severe limitation in the usage of jets into final states
to investigate rare processes; for instance, the possibility to discover low mass
Higgs via the inclusive bb̄ decay is spoiled. In general, final states with leptons
and photons will be privileged for almost all the analyses. These can provide indeed clear signatures and avoid most of the QCD background. High pT leptons
will also play a crucial role in the triggering potential of the LHC experiments.

1.3.
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As it has been discussed in the previous section, the LHC sets numerous challenges to the experiments that will investigate the events it will produce. CMS
(Compact Muon Solenoid )[10], ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) [11],
LHCb (LHC Beauty experiment)[13], ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) [12] will be the four detectors that will operate at the LHC3 . LHCb and
ALICE are dedicated respectively to study CP violation in b-physics and the
quark-gluon plasma in the ions collisions, whereas CMS and ATLAS are general
purposes detectors, which will deal with all the physics processes produced by
the LHC.

Figure 1.7: The four LHC experiments currently under installation, from top
left: CMS, ATLAS, LHCb and ALICE.

The main requirement for an omni purposes experiment optimized for discovery of unknown new physics is to efficiently detect, reliably identify and
3

There is also a fifth experiment called TOTEM which will be dedicated to luminosity measurement and to diffractive physics. It’s placed close to CMS (actually some subdetectors
are also inside CMS Forward Hadron Calorimeters) and it is somehow an appendix of CMS
itself
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precisely measure all kinds of particles in the widest possible range of momentum [14]. The most characterizing feature is the magnet system used to bend
the charged particles. The choice of the magnet constrains in fact the global
size and layout of the detector and also the specific design of the various subsystems. A solenoid providing bending in the plane transverse to the beam,
is particularly suitable for tracking charged particles in the region around the
beam pipe also profiting from the extremely small size of the LHC beam radius.
A toroidal magnet has the advantage of a constant bending power up to high
value of |η| (although this is not a stringent requirement at a hadronic collider,
the most interesting events consisting of high pT objects in the central pseudorapidity region); given its close configuration, it needs anyway a solenoid for
the inner tracking. CMS and ATLAS chose respectively a solenoid and a toroid
together with a small inner solenoid.
The detector acceptance represents a major issue. Weakly interacting particles like neutrinos or some candidates for Dark Matter (if produced by LHC)
do not leave any detectable signal in the detector. Their presence must then
be inferred by an imbalance in the vectorial sum of the measured particles’
energy in the transverse plane (as a consequence of the unknown interaction
rest-frame boost along the beam axis). In order to have a precise estimation of
), the coverage of the detector, in particular
the missing transverse energy (Emiss
t
of the hadronic calorimeters should reach |η| ∼ 5; the cracks needed to serve
(with read-out and high/low voltage cables or with cooling pipes) the subdetectors trough which some energetic particles can escape, must be as limited as
possible.
With the goal of observing sharp invariant mass peaks over continuous background, not only the particles’ (or jets’) momentum must be measured precisely, but also their directions. An accuracy on two-photon invariant mass,
mγγ , smaller than 1% is needed for instance, to extract a Higgs boson signal
in the γγ decay mode over the irreducible γγ background. This requires an
electromagnetic calorimeter with either a high energetic resolution and a high
granularity.
Stringent requirements concern also the particle identification; the ratio between the inclusive electron rate and inclusive rate of jets with pT > 20 GeV
at the LHC is two orders of magnitude higher than at the Tevatron (10−5 vs
10−3 ), the rejection factor for jets faking electrons therefore must be larger than
the CDF and D0 by the same two orders of magnitude, i.e. ∼ 106 .
The ∼ 1000 particles produced in each event (due to either the QCD soft interactions and the pile-up) offer a very hostile environment for central tracking.
In order to efficiently track each of them with high resolution, the detector occupancy should be smaller than 1% requiring then a huge number of electronic
channels. The request for an efficient inner tracking must also be balanced with
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a limited material budget before the electromagnetic calorimeter, to avoid photons conversion. The high particle flux results also in high radiation levels and
a large flux of low energy neutrons in the experimental area. Radiation-hard
components are therefore needed for all the electronic boards placed on the detector. In the long term, induced activity on the hadronic calorimeters at high
η has also to be taken into account.
Probably the most difficult challenge to the detectors come from the LHC
bunch crossing rate of 40 MHz. The request to have zero dead-time4 and to avoid
to integrate signals from more bunch crossings (BX) impose that each subsystem
response time to be of the order of 25 ns. This constrains the detection principles
(no organic scintillator calorimeters or no large Time Projection Chambers can
be used) and requires therefore sophisticated and highly-performing front-end
electronics.
At L =1034 cm−2 s−1 , the p − p inelastic cross of O(100) mb leads to an
event rate ∼ 1 GHz. Given the fact that every event corresponds to ∼ 1
MByte of information, this event rate is almost 7 order of magnitude larger
than the storing capabilities. Considering also that the majority of the events
are of negligible interest, an online selection has to be performed. The task to
identify an event out of 107 requires the reconstruction to be reliably performed
online; however full detector reconstruction is clearly unfeasible at 40 MHz.
The selection is then performed in separate steps, exploiting more and more
subdetectors informations. In this context, a crucial role is played by muons:
in a hadronic collider they are the easiest objects to identify and measure and
therefore to trigger on.

4

Actually CMS will have 50 ns of dead-time due to propagation of the trigger signal from
the central trigger controller to the subdetector front-ends
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Figure 1.8: Expected evolution for trigger and data acquisition from existing
experiments to future experiments at the LHC.
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Chapter 2
The CMS experiment
At the end of the previous chapter the main requirements for a wide physics
reach at the LHC were discussed. In the following how CMS meets these requirements is explained.
The features and characteristics of the various subdetectors are described,
reporting also the reconstruction performances regarding the related observables
). The design and the performances of the CMS Trigger
(e.g. muons, jets, Emiss
t
and Data Acquisition systems are also discussed at the end of the chapter.

2.1

CMS design principles

The overall concept of CMS (and its name too) is based on its magnet system [15] (fig. 2.1). A 13-m-long, 5.9 m inner diameter, 4 T superconducting
solenoid has been chosen with the main purpose of pursuing a very good and
redundant muon system featuring a robust trigger, a reliably charge assignment
and momentum resolution of δP/P ∼ 10% at p = 1 TeV. The length/radius
ratio guarantees enough bending power to precisely measure the muon momentum up to |η| ∼ 2.5. The high field produced allows for an overall compactness
of the detector, without thus setting stringent requirements on muon chambers
intrinsic resolution and alignment. The CMS radius does not exceed 8 m, the
total length is about 22 m.
The return magnetic field is contained in a ∼ 1.5 m thick saturated iron yoke
which is divided into 5 barrel wheels and 2 endcaps, each split into 3 disks. The
muon-system is composed by 4 stations embedded in the yoke. The tracking
in the muon-chambers, although suffering from the multiple scattering in the
yoke, is facilitated by the almost zero magnetic field in the interferes.
The dimensions of the solenoid are such to accommodate either the tracking
system and the calorimeters. As either the electromagnetic and the hadronic
calorimeters are placed inside the magnet, the thickness of the coil in terms of
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radiation/interaction lengths is not an issue. With the goal of discover an eventual low mass Higgs via its two photons decay mode, a homogeneous calorimeter
is exploited, composed by highly-performing lead tungstanate (PbWO4 ) crystals with a coverage up to |η| = 3. The inner tracking is performed by a 10 layers
silicon detector with a radius of ∼ 1.1 m, covering an overall area of 200 m2 and
equipped with O(107 ) electronics channels. Three layers of pixel detectors will
be installed close to the beam pipe in order to measure with O(10) microns
precision the position of the primary and eventual secondary vertices.

Figure 2.1:
vacuum tank.

2.2
2.2.1

Insertion of the cold mass of the CMS solenoid in the outer

The CMS subdetectors
Tracking system

The tracking system [16], being placed at the center of the big CMS solenoid,
profits from its high and homogeneous magnetic field. The main challenges set
by the LHC are the particle flux and the bunch crossing rate. In order to have a
detector with a fast response and a low occupancy, silicon modules arranged in
radial and longitudinal layers have been chosen. The overall layout (fig. 2.2)and
design have been determined on the basis of the particle flux.
Pixel tracker
In the innermost part, close to the interaction point, to face a particle flux
of the order of 107 /s, pixel detectors are used. With a pixel size of ∼ 100 ×
150µm2 they guarantees an occupancy of about 10−4 per pixel per BX at high
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Figure 2.2: The CMS tracking system layout.

luminosity. The choice of almost square detector units comes also from the
request of precisely determining in 3 dimensions the position of the interaction
vertex and of eventual short distance decay vertices (e.g. from b-mesons). ∼ 66
million pixels are exploited, grouped into ∼ 1500 modules (fig. 2.3), divided
into barrel and endcap layers. The barrel part is composed by 3 layers 53 cm
long, located at 4.4, 7.3 and 10.2 cm from the beam axis. At each side of
the barrel layers 2 endcap disks are placed, each assembled in a turbine-like
geometry with blades rotated by 20◦ to gain in acceptance and to benefit from
the Lorentz effect. The achieved spatial resolution is measured to be about 10
µm in the r − φ plane and ∼ 20 µm in the z measurement.

Figure 2.3: A pixel module.

Silicon strips tracker
At r > 20 cm the particle flux decreases enough to allow to use silicon microstrip
detectors still with an occupancy O(1%) per bunch crossing. The silicon strip
tracker is divided into 4 parts: TIB (Tracker Inner Barrel) and TOB (Tracker
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Outer Barrel) in the barrel and TID (Tracker Inner Disks) and TEC (Tracker
Endcaps) at each side of the barrel. The TIB (fig. 2.4) is composed by 4
layers and covers the region between r ≈ 20 and r ≈ 55 cm and |z| < 65 cm.
The silicon sensors are 320 µm thick, while the strips are 10 cm long with a
pitch that varies from 80 to 120 µm . To measure also the z component, in
the first 2 layers pairs of module are coupled together in a “stereo” way with a
relative angle of 100 mrad. The TOB comprises 6 layers with a half-length of
110 cm. The decreasing radiaton level permits to use thicker sensors (500 µm ),
maintaining a good S/B ratio for strips with an area of 25cm × 180µm . The
first two layers are made also of stereo modules.
Each of the two TEC comprises 9 disks which extend into the region 120 cm
< 280 cm and each TID are made of 3 disks filling the gap between the TIB and
the TEC. Both the TID and the TEC modules are arrenged in rings with the
strips pointing to the beam pipe. The thickness of the sensors are respectively
of 320 and 500 µm for TID and TEC.

Figure 2.4: Left: picture of the TIB layers. Right: installation of the dummy
tracker for the MTCC (see chapter 3)

The overall number of active channels of the silicon tracker is grater then 6
millions. Each microstrip is readout by a charge sensitive amplifier with τ = 50
ns, sampled at 40 MHz. The data are then stored in an analogue pipe-line 3.2
µs deep waiting for L1 trigger response.
The performances of the CMS tracking system are summarized in the plots
of fig. 2.5, where reconstruction efficiencies and resolutions for primary vertex
position and transverse momentum versus the pseudorapidity are shown for
muons with pT = 1, 10 and 100 GeV [24].
The drawback of the high performances of a large and sophisticated tracking
system like the CMS one is the amount of radiation lengths it represents in front
of the electromagnetic calorimeter. The material in fact increases from ≈ 0.4 X0
at |η| = 0 to 1 X0 at |η| = 1.6, decreasing back to ≈ 0.6 X0 at |η| = 2.5. This
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Figure 2.5: Left: global track reconstruction efficiency for muons of pT =1,10
and 100 GeV. pT (center) and transvers impact parameter (right) resolutions
for muons for muons of pT =1,10 and 100 GeV.

is clearly a disadvantage for the study of physics channels involving prompt
photons like the H→γγ search. However, for the discovery potential of this
specific channel, the high tracking performances are crutial to determine the
longitudinal position of the primary vertex by means of the tracks produced
together with the Higgs in the hard scattering. Given the longitudinal spread
of the LHC beams, this information contributes to the error in the di-photon
mass by the same amount as the opening angle between the photons.

2.2.2

Electromagnetic Calorimeter

From detailed simulation studies, it turns out is that at the LHC the H→γγ
offers almost the only chance to discover the SM Higgs boson in the case of
mH close to the LEP lower bound (compare CMS Higgs discovery potential
plot in Ref. [25]). It is then of paramount importance to develop an electromagnetic calorimeter adequate to this challenge. For its electromagnetic
calorimeter (ECAL) CMS has chosen an homogeneous design with scintillating
PbWO4 crystals as basic component [17]. These crystals have short radiation
and Moliere lenghts, 0.89 and 2.2 cm respectively, are fast enough for the 40
MHz collision rate (80% of the light is emitted within 25 ns) and are radiation
hard. The barrel part (EB), which covers up to |η| < 1.479, is composed by 2
z−symmetric rings each made of “supermodules” (see fig. 2.6) of 1700 crystals
each. The crystals of the EB have a front face area of 22 × 22mm2 and a length
corresponding to 25.8 X0 . The endcap consists of 4 “Dees” (2 per side) placed
at 314 cm from the IP and covering the |η| range between 1.479 and 3. The
crystals have a front face cross section of 28.6 × 28.6mm2 and a length of 24.7
X0 . Either in the barrel and the endcap the cyrstal off-point from the nominal
vertex position by few degrees.
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Figure 2.6: Left: modules of PbWO4 crystals ready to be assambled into an
ECAL supermodule. Right: two supermodules installed in their final positions
for the MTCC.

The poor intrinsic light yield of 30γ/MeV requires photodetectors with high
gain. The latters have also to tolerate the 4 Tesla magnetic field inside the
CMS solenoid. Silicon Avalache PhotoDetector (APV) have been chosen for
the barrel and Vacuum PhotoTriods (VPT) in the endcap. In order to be
sensible with to the whole wide energy spectrum of photon/electrons produced
in the LHC collisions, the front-end electronics contains 3 parallel gain stages
which process the signals from each crystal. The signals from these 3 stages
are routed to an Analog to Digital Converter which digitizes these 3 inputs in
parallel, determines whether each channel has saturated, and then outputs the
data from the channel which has the highest gain, and was not saturated. In
this way an effective number of 15 bits is obtained, allowing to digitize signals’
amplitudes corresponding to an energy range between 35 MeV to ∼ 1.7 TeV in
the barrel and ∼ 3.0 TeV in the endcap. A preshower device is placed in front
of the crystal calorimeter over much of the endcap pseudorapidity range. The
active elements are 2 planes of silicon strip detectors, with a pitch of 1.9 mm,
which lie behind disks of lead absorber at depths of 2 X0 and 3 X0 .
The energy resolution can be parametrized as a function of energy by the
formula:
 σ 2

 S 2  N 2
+
= √
+ C2
E
E

(2.1)
E
√
√
where S, dumped by E, is the stochastic term, N , dumped by E, is the
noise and C is the control of the constant term. The plot in fig. 2.7 shows the
values of these terms measured for a barrel super-module during a beam test
[24]. A major issue for the ECAL operations is the constant term which depends
sensibly on main environmental conditions like the temperature (±0.05◦ C is the
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maximum variation allowed). The crystals light yield depends also critically on
the absorbed radiation; to cure this, the optical transparency will be constantly
monitored during LHC running by injecting laser light.

Figure 2.7: ECAL super-module energy resolution, σE /E, as a function of
electron energy as measured from a beam test. The energy was measured in an
array of 3 × 3 crystals with electrons impacting the central crystal.

2.2.3

Hadronic Calorimeter

The design concept of CMS does not favor the hadronic calorimetry. This is due
mainly to the choice, driven by the basic idea of a robust muon spectrometer
embedded in the return yoke, of having both the hadronic (HCAL) and electromagnetic calorimeters sitting inside the solenoid. In the competition with
ECAL and the tracker for space inside the coil, HCAL [18] has been sacrificed.
The passive material has nevertheless to be maximized in terms of interaction
lengths in order to contain as much as possible the hadronic part of the energy produced in the collisions, with the consequence of keeping at minimum
the amount of space devoted to active material. To cope with these difficult
conditions, brass has been chosen as absorber material as it is characterized
by a relatively short interaction length, is easy to machine and (as everything
else inside the solenoid must be) is not ferromagnetic. For the active material,
plastic scintillator tiles 3.7 mm thick with a size of ∆φ × ∆η = 0.087 × 0.087 are
used. The light from each tile is carried by a single wave length shifting fiber.
The barrel part (HB) of HCAL (fig. 2.8) covers the pseudorapidity range
−1.4 < |η| < 1.4 and it is read out as a single longitudinal sampling. The
2 endcap hadronic HE calorimeters correspond to a pseudorapidity interval
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Figure 2.8: HCAL Barrel (left) and Endcap (right).

1.3 < |η| < 3 and has a reduced sampling factor (the absorber thickness grows
from 50 cm of the barrel to 78 cm) but a greater number of scintillator layer
(19 vs 17) to cope with the higher particle flux. The measurement of Emiss
is
t
fundamental for searches of new physics at LHC as well as for the channel
subject of this thesis; its effectiveness relies mainly on the hermeticity of the
hadron calorimeter. HB and HE together result in a system with essentially no
uninstrumented cracks or dead areas in φ. The gap between the barrel and the
endcap, through which the services of the ECAL and the inner tracker pass, is
inclined at 53◦ and points away from the center of the detector.
In order to extend the coverage and to reduce the non-Gaussian tails in
the (missing) energy resolution, Hadron Forward (HF) and Hadron Outer (HO)
calorimeters have been added. Each of the 2 HF is placed close around the beam
pipe after the outermost yoke disk at 11.2 m from the IP and has a coverage
between |η| = 3 to |η| = 5. They are made of 1.65 m long steel absorbers
and embedded radiation hard quartz fibers, which run longitudinally along the
absorber and provide a fast collection of Cherenkov light. HO is composed by
scintillators layers 10 mm thick, each of them installed on the same mechanical
structure holding the MB1 DT chambers outside the solenoid. They serve as
sort of “tail catchers” after the coil, sampling the energy of the penetrating
hadron shower increasing the effective length of HB up to more than 10 λI .
In the plot of fig. 2.9, the transverse energy resolution for jet reconstructed
in different pseudorapidity region is shown [24]. The reconstruction algorithm
used is the same that will be used for the h → W + W − → µ+ νµ− ν̄ analysis in
chapter 5.
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Figure 2.9: The jet transverse energy resolution as a function of the simulated
jet transverse energy for barrel jets (|η| < 1.4), endcap jets (1.4 < |η| < 3.0)
and very forward jets (3.0 < |η| < 5.0). The jets are reconstructed with the
iterative cone R = 0.5 algorithm.

2.2.4

Muon system

Muons play a crucial role in the LHC physics. They are indeed the cleanest observables and the safest for triggering in the crowded LHC environment.
Moreover the Higgs decays to 2 or 4 µ’s respectively via W and Z bosons pair
are considered optimal channels for the discovery in almost all mH scenarios.
For these reasons, CMS features a high performing and redundant muon system
with a coverage up to |η| = 2.4 [19].
All muons detectors consists of 4 stations placed outside the coil and embedded in the return yoke: at least 16 λI are present at all angles, which guarantee
to identify as a muon whatever particle is detected by the muon system1 . The
thickness of the absorbers between the stations (30 to 90 cm) prevents stationto-station correlation to high energy muon radiation.
The muon system alone provides two ways to determine the muon momentum complementary to the measurement by the inner tracker: the first is obtained by measuring the bending angle in the innermost station just outside
the coil, taking the interaction point (known within ∼ 20 µm ) as the origin
of the muon. The second is based on the sagitta measurement in the relatively
1

actually some of the SM extensions foresee long living high mass particles (R-hadrons)
which can slowly (β << 1) penetrate through the iron yoke, leaving some signals in the
muon detectors. The capabilities of CMS of detecting and measuring these particles are
discussed in [20]
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high field (∼ 1.8 T, see chapter 3) of the return yoke. Up to 200 GeV the
pT resolution is limited by the multiple Coulomb scattering, whereas for higher
values the chamber spatial resolution starts to dominate. The plots in fig. 2.10
shows the momentum resolution as a function of p in the central and in the
forward region [24]. The combination of the measurement of the tracker and of
the muon detectors provide the best results.

Figure 2.10: Muon momentum resolution versus p using the muon system
only, the inner tracker only, or both (“Full system”). Left: barrel, |η| < 0.2;
Right: endcap, 1.8 < |η| < 2.0.

Three different kinds of detectors are deployed, Drift Tubes (DT) in the barrel, Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC) in the endcaps and Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) covering the entire pseudorapidity range (fig. 2.11). Either the DT
and the CSC, in addition to giving a precise space measurement, have also good
trigger and BX assignment capabilities. The RPC offer a fast response and an
excellent time resolution improving the redundancy and rubstness of either the
trigger and pT measurement. Globally the muon system consists of 25000 m2
of active detection planes and nearly 1 million electronic channels.
Drift Tubes Chambers
The low muon and neutrons’ background rate expected together with the relatively low and homogeneous magnetic field lead to the choice of drift tubes
chambers as tracking detector for the barrel. They are also particularly suitable because of the large surface to be covered. Each DT chamber consists of
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Figure 2.11: Longitudinal view of one quarter of the CMS muon systems.

12 layers of cells (tubes) arranged into 3 “super-layers”, two of which measuring
the position in the φ − r plane the other in the z − r (the outermost stations
only have the 2 φ−r super-layers). The chambers are placed onto the 12 sectors
of each of the 5 barrel yokes (a.k.a wheels). Each sector accommodates 4 DT
stations (MB1 to MB4 from the inside to outside), but for the 4th and the 10th
where the MB4 are splitted into two separate chambers. A total of 250 DT are
installed in CMS. More details about the DT chambers may be found in the
next chapter, whose subject is indeed the study of the performances of the DT
system.
Cathode Strip Chambers
In order to face the high particles’ flux and the high, inhomogeneous magnetic
field, multi wire proportional chambers equipped with cathodic strips have been
chosen for the forward pseudorapidity regions. An ionizing particle crossing the
gas gap produces on the wire an avalanche which induces an image charge onto
a group of several adjacent cathode strips; by determining the center of gravity
of the induced signal on the strips a precise measurement of the orthogonal
coordinate can be achieved. The additional information from the wire signal
provide a coarser measurement of the other coordinate. The CMS CSC are
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trapezoidal chambers with 6 layers of wires and cathode (the strips running
radially) of a maximum size of 3.5 × 1.5 m2 . The chamber resolution on the
single point position is around 100 µm and 10 mrad on the track direction. The
CSC chambers are arranged in concentric rings (2 or 3) at the sides of each
endcap disk. All CSCs except those in the third ring of the first endcap disk
(ME1/3) are overlapped in φ to avoid gaps in the muon acceptance. There are
36 chambers in each ring of a muon station, except for the innermost ring of the
second, third and fourth disks (ME2/1, ME3/1, and ME4/1) where there are
18 chambers. Fig. 2.12 shows the CSC chambers installed on an endcap disk.

Figure 2.12:
disk.

CSC chambers installed in their final positions on the YE+2

Resistive Plate Chambers
In CMS, RPC are complementary to DT and CSC. They are gaseous parallelplate detectors with a time resolution of O(ns) and a reasonable spacial resolution making them suitable for the reconstruction and BX identification at the
first level trigger (L1) but also contributing to the global pT measurement of the
muon system. An RPC gap consists of two plates made of Bakelite characterized by a high resistivity (∼ 101 1Ωcm) separated by a gas gap of 2 mm. Each
of the outer surfaces of the resistive plates is coated with a thin graphite layer
kept either at ground or at high voltage to produce an intense electric field in
the gas. The read-out is performed by means of aluminum strips insulated by
the graphite coating by a PET film. CMS deployed double-gap RPC operated
in avalanche mode to ensure good performances up to a rate of 10 kHz/cm2 . In
order to reduce the noise levels (measured to be around 10 Hz/cm2 ) the inner
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Bakelite surface have been coated with linseed oil. Fig. 2.13 shows the RPC
chambers installed on an endcap disk.

Figure 2.13: RPC installed on an endcap disk

2.3

Trigger and Data Acquisition

It has already been discussed that probably the most challenging feature of
the LHC is the 40 MHz collision rate which imposes an online event reduction
of O(106 ) to match the permanent storing capabilities. CMS achieves this
rejection factor in two stages: the first level (L1) [21], given the high interaction
rate and the limited buffering capabilities, exploits algorithms implemented on
custom hardware boards which process only a subset of the event data with
coarse granularity and lower resolution. The output event rate of the Level 1 is
designed to be of the order of 100 kHz. Subsequently, the High Level Trigger
(HLT) [23] provide a software based event selection exploiting on full detector
information to further reduce the Level-1 rate to ≈ 100 Hz.

2.3.1

L1 trigger

The 25 ns that interleaves two consecutive bunch crossings is far too short
for running any kind of non trivial algorithm and for taking a decision about
whether accepting or not that event. In order to avoid dead time, complete
informations from the subdetectors are temporary stored in FIFO memories. In
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parallel, the trigger logic runs on a subset of the information from the detectors.
The logic is segmented in small steps requiring not more than 25 ns each, thus
allowing the system to start a new event processing every BX. At the end of the
logic chain, a decision based on the physics properties of the event (basically
leptons/photons and/or jets energies) is taken. If the event is interesting and
has to be kept, the FIFO memories containing the full detector data are read
by the data acquisition system (DAQ) and processed through the high level
trigger algorithms. The maximum time available for the trigger logic to take
a decision is determined by the amount of bunch crossings for which the full
detector data can be stored into FIFOs. The limit is set by the tracker to 128
BX, consequently the Level-1 trigger latency has to be shorter than 3.2 µs 2 .
The L1 trigger is organized into three major subsystems: the L1 calorimeter
trigger, the L1 muon trigger and the Global Trigger (fig. 2.14).

Figure 2.14: CMS L1 trigger logical schema

The goal the of the L1 calorimeter trigger is to identify and coarsely measure
the energy of electrons, photons, jets and τ -jets; in addition, also global quantities like total scalar energy and Emiss
are computed. It has further to identify the
t
2

It is worth noticing that of these 3.2 µs only less than 1 µs is allocated to the L1 trigger
calculation, the rest being taken by data and signals transfers between the detector(s) and
the neighbor counting room
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BX each of these objects is originated from. The basic information considered
by the trigger algorithms are the “trigger tower” i.e. the energies deposits in
cones of ∆φ × ∆η = 0.087 × 0.087 (at |η| > 2, ∆η increases to 0.35) in the
ECAL, HCAL and HF.
Most of the CMS design concepts favor an efficient and robust L1 muon
trigger. Its tasks are the muon identification, the correct BX assignment and
the transverse momentum measurement. Each of the 3 subdetectors participates
to the trigger: both DT and CSC chambers can reconstruct muon stubs which
are then matched to form a set of muon candidates (up to 4 per subdetector).
The RPC exploits a pattern comparator which looks for spatial and temporal
coincidence of the hits from 4 consecutive stations along a set of predefined
patterns. A pT estimation is associated to each of these patterns. The eight
RPC muon candidates (4 from the endcap and 4 from the barrel) together with
the DT and CSC ones are passed to the Global Muon Trigger (GMT), which
first looks for matching between the candidates and then delivers the best 4
tracks in terms of quality and pT . The GMT also receives information from
the calorimeter trigger about the regions with energy deposits compatible with
a M.I.P in order to estimate whether a muon candidate is isolated or not. The
pT resolution versus η of the L1 muon trigger is shown in fig. 2.15.

Figure 2.15: L1 muon pT resolution [22].
The actual selection is performed by the Global Trigger based on the information provided by the calorimeter and muon triggers. The trigger conditions
are fully programmable, including also topological selection and correlation between different candidates. Up to 128 conditions can be checked in parallel,
with a programmable prescale factor for each of them.
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DAQ and HLT

The 100 kHz output rate of the L1 trigger has to be further reduced by 3 orders
of magnitude by the HLT. At the high luminosity phase, 100 Hz corresponds to a
cross section of ≈ 10 nb which matches the prediction for σ(pp → W + → µ+ ν);
the HLT has thus the critical task to perform online the first actual physics selection. It is clear that the more information is available the better is the event
reconstruction and the more reliable is the selection based upon. The main feature and peculiarity of the CMS architecture[23] is that the Data Acquisition
system performs the HLT event selection in a single farm of commercial processors, the Filter Farm (FF). This design principle has been established in order
to take advantage of the extraordinary and constant rate of evolution in computing technology either in processing power and in network speed. Avoiding
a physical intermediate level in the selection chain allows the HLT to be entirely software implemented, and to access full resolution and granularity data
as well as calibration and alignment monitored constants. The event selection
thus result to be extremely flexible, which is of paramount importance for the
LHC running given the fact that the performances and the working conditions
of either of the collider and of the detectors are not precisely predictable and
vary with time.
In detail, the data from each detector front-end (FED) belonging to a “L1accepted” event, are collected by a set of Read-out Units and then delivered to
the Builder Units (BUs) through a large switching network (Read-out Builder
Network). The network bandwidth required is of the order of 1 Tbyte/s. The
BU receiving the data fragments is responsible for the actual building of the
event and serves it to a Filter Unit (FU) via another switching system, the
Filter Farm Network. The FUs are the components of the FF where the HLT
reconstruction code is executed and the selection algorithms are applied3 . The
selected events are then forwarded to the computing services for storage or for
further offline analysis. A picture of the CMS DAQ architecture is shown in
fig. 2.16. The computing power needed by the FF is estimated to be as high as
106 SI95 corresponding to O(103 ) GHz processors.
A further subdivisions of the selection into several steps can always be implemented. Usually the event reconstruction starts from a subset of detector
information, from the calorimeters and the muon system, exploiting the tracker
information only at a later stage. In particular the first selection applied on
muon candidates is based exclusively on the reconstruction performed by the
muon detectors (a.k.a “Standalone muon reconstruction”). An important advantage of the fully software implemented HLT is that it can benefit of all major
3

Actually the event building and filtering is performed in eight independent slices, each one
of which could in principle perform the whole precess by itself. This address the issue of
the scaling of the system
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Figure 2.16: CMS DAQ logical schema

features of the offline software; most of all, it can use the same offline reconstruction algorithms. The main technological limitation on the HLT design is
represented by the power of switching network, i.e. the capability to provide
to the Filter Farm fully built events (∼ 1 MB of data each) at 100 kHz. Once
achieved that, the complexity of the event reconstruction is constrained only by
the number of CPUs available, (thus being “only” a money problem..).
A major issue concerning the HLT selection is what to save permanently on
the mass storage. More precisely, the question about which trigger streams has
to be settled and how much bandwidth needs to be allocated for each of them has
to be addressed. The answer is a compromise between the request of maximal
efficiency for the physics program and the total bandwidth and CPU power
available. The LHC will explore unknown energy ranges, therefore the selections
will have to be inclusive enough in order not to reject unexpected phenomena.
An example of a possible trigger menu for the runs at L =2 × 1033 cm−2 s−1 is
showed in Table 2.1.

2.3.3

Storing and distributed analysis

Given the average event size of the order of 1 MB and the manageable output
rate of O(102 ) Hz, about 10 Tbyte of data will be written on the mass storage
every day. The storage, networking and processing power needed to analyze
these data is well in excess of today’s facilities and exceed any reasonably pro-
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Streams
Single µ
Single e
Double e
Single Photon
Double Photon
Single Jet, 3 Jets, 4 Jets
Jet + missing ET
τ jet
Double τ jet
e+τ
b-jet
Prescaled, calibration
Totals

Thresholds (GeV)
7
29
17
80
40,25
657, 247, 113
180, 123
86
59
19, 45
237

The CMS experiment
Rate (Hz)
4
33
1
4
5
9
5
3
1
2
5
10
105

Table 2.1: CMS High Level Trigger tables from Ref. [23].
jected capabilities of CERN’s central computing systems. The CMS computing
model is therefore highly distributed and organized in a hierarchical structure,
with a primary “Tier-0” center at CERN being supplemented by Tier-1 and
Tier-2 computing centers at national laboratories and universities worldwide.
GRID technology will be widely used, in order to perform in an effective
the task of efficient data processing and analysis in this distributed computing
environment.
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Chapter 3
The Drift Tubes Chambers at
the CMS cosmic challenge
This chapter is dedicated to the analysis of the Drift Tubes chambers data taken
during the test of the CMS solenoid in Fall 2006. A brief introduction on the
main design characteristics and performances of the DT detectors is given at
the beginning.
The solenoid commissioning was taken as a chance to perform an integration
test within the various CMS systems. The timing among the other subdetectors
taking part to the challenge and with respect to the trigger and DAQ systems
is of major importance for time measuring devices as the DT chambers. A
detailed analysis is devoted to this subject, stressing the impact on the time
pedestal calibration and on local trigger performances.
The test of the magnet gave also the opportunity to study the effect of
the generated magnetic field on the drift properties of the DT chambers. In
particular the variation of the drift velocity is evaluated by means of a meantime method. A new approach allowing to disentangle the drift velocity and time
pedestal calibration is also presented. Finally the influence of the magnetic field
on the local reconstruction performances are studied and a method to supply
to the uncertainties on the calibration constants is described.

3.1

The Drift Tube detectors

The drift tubes chambers (DT) are employed for the detection of muons in the
barrel part of CMS. The detectors are arranged in four cylindrical stations embedded in the magnet return yoke. The latter works as absorber for the hadronic
and electromagnetic debris and contains almost completely the magnetic field
lines. The relatively low muon rate and the low intensity of the magnetic field
in the interferes allow therefore the usage of drift chambers.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the DT cell.

The basic component of a DT chamber is the drift cell (fig. 3.1). The
electric field is produced by the anodic wire in the center and the cathodes
on the sides. To better shape the field lines around the anode two strips are
added in correspondence to the wire. The electrodes are kept at high voltage,
respectively Vwire = 3600, Vstrips = 1800 and Vcathodes = −1200 Volt. The gas
mixture is Ar/CO2 in a percentage of 85% and 15%. Either the electrodes
high voltage and the gas mixture were chosen in order to have a saturated drift
velocity (which results to be vdrif t ≈ 54cm/µs) and therefore a good spacetime linearity. The transverse size of the half cell is 2.1 cm (corresponding to a
maximum drift time of ∼ 380 ns), which is small enough to produce a negligible
occupancy but at the same time leads to an affordable total number of active
channels (∼ 190000).

Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the DT chamber inside the yoke.

The cells are mechanically assembled into rigid aluminum layers to form
a DT chamber (fig. 3.2). Every chamber is composed by two groups of four
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layers of cells (super-layers), with the wires placed along the beams direction
to measure the r − φ coordinates. A third super-layer (SL), rotated by 90◦ ,
is added in the chambers of the first three stations to measure the r − z (or
r − η) coordinates. The layers inside each SL are staggered by half cell for
triggering and hit reconstruction purposes (see next paragraph). An aluminum
plate, 128 mm thick, with an honeycomb structure is added to gather rigidity
and to increase the separation (i.e. the level arm) of the two φ−SL. The size of
the chambers depends on the stations, in particular the number of cells in the
φ−layers varies from 48 (MB1) to 96 (MB4) while the z−layers have always 61
channels.
Each of the five wheels forming the barrel yoke holds 60 DT chambers divided into 4 stations and 12 wedges (or sectors) separated by iron ribs. The
geometrical layout (left picture of fig. 3.5) was designed in order to reduce at
minimum the dead zones in φ, resulting in a staggered configuration of the stations which guaranties the passage of a high pT muon at least through 2 DT
chambers.

3.1.1

DT local Trigger

One of the main feature of the DT chambers is their triggering capability. The
first step of the trigger chain is indeed accomplished locally on the chambers
by a set of dedicated chips, namely BTI, TRACO and Trigger Server. The
layout of the layers inside the super-layers is such that, by a simple geometrical
argument, the following relation (“mean-time”) holds:
Tmax = t2 +

t1 + t3
2

(3.1)

where ti are the drift times in 3 consecutive layers as shown in fig. 3.3, and
Tmax is the maximum drift time, defined as Tmax = 2.1/vdrif t . For relation 3.1
to be valid a very good space-time linearity is needed. The mean-time principle
is at the basis of the DT local trigger.
The signals from the wires (grouped as shown in fig 3.3) are injected into shift
registers where they propagate at a speed corresponding to vdrif t . The signals
originated by a muon produce an “aligned” pattern after a time corresponding
to Tmax . With a sampling frequency of 80 MHz, the BTI chips look for such an
alignment by comparing the drift times (i.e. the positions in the shift registers)
by means of a set of equations analogous to 3.1. The BTI’s are capable to
provide the track parameters (position in the SL frame and bending) and to
assign the correct bunch crossing to the event. A quality is also associated
to the candidate muon depending on the number of aligned hits; high quality
(“H”) corresponds to 4 hits, whereas low quality (“L”) corresponds to 3 hits.
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Example of drift times configuration satisfying the mean-time

The output from the BTI’s of the two φ−SL’s is compared to try to find
a correlation among the inner and the outer measurements. This operation
is performed by the TRACO chips which produces a set of track candidates
ordered by quality assigned simply on the basis of the BTI response (e.g. HH,
HL, LL). The best two segments are then delivered by the Trigger Server (TS)
to regional trigger. The BTI, TRACO and TS chips are mounted together with
the read-out electronics on an aluminum device called “minicrate” installed on
each chamber on the honeycomb plate. A DT chamber can then use the trigger
response generated internally to identify the passage of a muon, it can then
operate in “auto-trigger” mode1 .

3.1.2

DT performances

The Drift Tubes chambers are required to provide an efficient L1 trigger and
bunch crossing identification and to perform a precise segment reconstruction
allowing to estimate the momentum of the muons originated at the IP with a
resolution of ∼ 10% up to 100 GeV.
The DT performances has been tested in the past in various beam tests (with
40 MHz bunched muon beams) and by means of cosmic muons at the production
centers and during the chambers commissioning at the CMS installation site.
The cell efficiency has been measured to exceed 99% [26]. The deviation
from linearity of the relation between drift time and distance from the wire has
been verified to be smaller than 100 µm [19].
The DT local trigger (i.e. BTI and TRACO) efficiency depends on the qual1

Several tests are currently being performed to utilize the DT chambers as standalone
devices for high Z materials detection at the countries borders.
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ity requested for the muon track candidates. By considering together correlated
(HH, HL and LL) and uncorrelated (single H or single L) candidates, an efficiency greater than 98% is obtained. There is no angular dependency but for
incident angles larger than ∼ 40 degrees when the efficiency begins to drop.
The efficiency for only correlated triggers has been measured to be ∼ 85% [27]
The left plot in fig. 3.4 shows the distribution of the residuals of the reconstructed hit with respect to the predicted position by the track fit for track
segments in the r − φ view with 8 associated hits [28]. Simulation data (solid
line) are superimposed to beam test data (dots). The RMS of the distribution
results to be about 190 µm which corresponds to the cell intrinsic resolution.
This value is good enough to guarantee a 100 µm chamber resolution in the
r − φ plane.
In the right plot of fig. 3.4 the difference of the φ angles measured by the
two DT chambers participating to the beam test in autumn 2004 is shown. The
fitted RMS is ∼ 1.2 mrad resulting in an angular resolution smaller than 1.0
mrad on the determination of the muon direction by a single chamber.

Figure 3.4: Left: Reconstructed hit residuals with respect to track fit for
bunched beam data (dots), and simulation (solid line). Right: Distribution of
angular difference between reconstructed track segments in two DT chambers
exposed to a bunched muon beam (beam test October 2004).

3.2

The CMS Cosmic Challenge

In the second half of 2006 the CMS collaboration performed an intensive test of
the solenoid. For the first time the largest superconducting magnet in the world
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was cooled down to 2.1 K and, after closing together the yoke components, the
current was increased up to the nominal value of 20 kA.
The commissioning of the magnet was taken as a chance to test the integration of the CMS subsystems exploiting the cosmic muons as signals to detect.
This test was nicely named Cosmic Challenge (MTCC).
Subsets of each subdetectors were operated together with the trigger provided
by all muon detectors (DT, CSC and RPC); in particular the whole L1 trigger logic chain up to the Global Trigger was synchronized and integrated. The
data from each FED (detector front end) were processed through a global DAQ
slice and events filtering algorithms were eventually run on the filter farm. The
status of the subsystems data were monitorized online by data quality monitor applications running on the filter farm and delivering informations (e.g.
histograms) to remote hosts.

Figure 3.5: Pictures of the muon subdetectors participating to the MTCC. On
the left the wheel 2 (YB+2) is shown with the DT chambers in sectors 10 and
11 highlighted by a green contour. On the right the CSC chambers on the first
endcap disk (YE+1) facing the active DT chambers can be seen.

The MTCC saw two phases: during the first stage, the magnet commissioning took place and all the subdetectors (but the pixels) participated to the
data taking. Starting from October, the tracker and the ECAL super-modules
present inside the solenoid were removed (to allow the insertion of a tool for the
magnetic field mapping), leaving DT, CSC, RPC and HCAL as the only active
detectors.
In both phases, 14 DT chambers were powered and read out (although the
installation and commissioning of all the chambers in wheel 0, 1 and 2 had
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already been completed). More specifically the set of DT chambers consisted
of the 5 chambers of sector 10 of wheel 1 (in the fourth station of sector 10 two
MB2-like chambers are installed), the 5 chambers of the same sector of wheel
2 and the 4 chambers of sector 11 of wheel 2. In the left picture in fig. 3.5
showing wheel 2, a green contour indicates the involved sectors.
The RPC chambers which lay on the active DT chambers were powered
and provided their trigger information. The CSC of the 3 positive endcaps
disks belonging to the slice facing the DT sectors (right picture in fig. 3.5)
participated in trigger and data taking.

Figure 3.6: Time plot of the total amount of events taken during the MTCC.
The four periods in which the solenoid was powered are also indicated together
with the value of the magnetic field inside the coil.

The data analyzed in this chapter come from the second phase of the MTCC,
since most of the technical issues arose during the summer have already been
understood and fixed and the data themselves were collected in more stable
conditions. As summarized in the plot of fig. 3.6, data have been collected with
various magnetic field values and in several different trigger configurations. The
total amount of events recorded on disk is about 160 millions.

3.3

DT timing at the MTCC

The DT chambers are time measuring detectors, the timing of various signals
sent and received by each chamber is therefore of paramount importance either
for the trigger and for the reconstruction performances. From this point of view,
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the MTCC was a very instructive test bench, since the 3 muon subdetectors
were requested to operate together and most of all synchronously.
As it will be underlined often in this chapter, dealing with cosmic muons
is a completely different business than detecting muons coming from LHC p −
p interactions. The main difference consists in the flat time distribution of
the cosmic which clashes with the design principles of the trigger and DAQ
architectures relying on the 40 MHz bunched structure of the LHC collisions.
The angular distribution of the cosmic muons, well approximated by:
dN
∝ cos2 (θ)
dΩ

(3.2)

is then problematic for the CSC chambers, whose position is optimal for tracks
originated in the center of the detector, with a large θ angle2 . Moreover pattern
impossible at LHC, like particle traversing the detector from outside can occur,
producing timing issues as shown later.
The basic DT data distribution is the so called “time-box”, i.e. the simple
distribution of the drift times measured by the wires. From this observable a
lot of information can be extracted concerning the status of the detector (in
particular of the electrodes and of the gas) but also the timing. The left plot in
fig. 3.7 shows an example of a time distribution resulting from the superposition
of the time-boxes of all the cells in an entire super-layer3 .
The time interval between the instant at which the signal is produced to the
anodic wire and the arrival of the L1A (i.e. the signal that enables the read
out of the TDC buffers) to the read out boards is determined mainly by the L1
Trigger latency and, in first approximation, it is fixed. The drift times of the
electrons produced by the passage of the muon have therefore a common time
pedestal, called “ tT rig ”, which is used in the reconstruction as second parameter
of the linear space-time relation:
xhit = vdrif t · tdrif t = vdrif t · (tT DC − tT rig )

(3.3)

In the plots of fig. 3.7 the tT rig value is about 1920 ns (∼ 2460 TDC counts).
In standard LHC conditions of data taking, the time pedestal is smeared
by few ns due to the intrinsic cell resolution and because of the different times
taken by the signals produced in different regions along the anodic wire to reach
the chamber front end (∼ 4 ns). In cosmic rays data, as it will be discussed in
3.3.1, the smearing is further increased by the random time of arrival of the muon
2

Since in this chapter we are dealing with cosmic muon, hereafter the azimuthal angle θ
will be referred to the vertical axis, which correspond to the y in the LHC coordinates.
3
The units of the times are either expressed in ns or in TDC counts which is the format of
the digitized DT data. The TDC fine counter divides a BX interval into 32 bins, therefore
the ns to TDC conversion is 25/32 = 0.78125
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Figure 3.7: Left: Example of super-layer time boxes. The 3 different curves
represents events triggered by DT, RPC or CSC. Right: Zoom of the beginning
of the time-boxes

within the “25 ns trigger window”. The tT rig is thus determined by fitting the
beginning of the time box with the error function (the integral function of the
Gaussian distribution)4 . The tT rig is usually computed by chamber or by superlayer, since the time delays among the channels belonging to the same chamber
are determined only by the internal cabling and delays within the minicrate and
do not depend on external conditions. These delays are measured during the
commissioning of the chamber by injecting electronic test pulses at the front
end and are subtracted to the drift times in the computation of the tT rig in
order to have time boxes for each channel of the chamber well overlapping.
Operating the 3 muon subsystems together to trigger on cosmic muons is
not an easy task. In particular a perfect synchronization among the 3 subdetectors is hard to achieve; as a consequence, the time pedestals for the DT drift
times acquire a dependence from the trigger source. Qualitatively this can be
noticed in the right plot in fig. 3.7 showing the beginning of the time-boxes
corresponding to events triggered separately by DT, RPC5 or CSC. The effect
of the different L1A source on the time pedestals can be estimated more quantitatively from the plots in fig. 3.8, showing the tT rig values obtained for the
super-layers of the DT chambers of sector 10 in wheel 2 (left) and sector 10 in
wheel 1 (right). The error bars in those histograms do not represent the error of
4

The time pedestal to be used in equation 3.3 which optimize the hit resolution is the mean
value of the fitting error function corrected by a factor proportional to the σ of the function
(1.3σ for cosmic muons).
5
The RPC chambers in wheel 1 and wheel 2 were operating as separate trigger sources,
namely RPC1 and RPC2. Hereafter, when not specified, the OR of the RPC1 and RPC2
is taken as general RPC trigger.
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Figure 3.8: tT rig values for the the super-layers of the DT chambers of sector
10 in wheel 2 (left) and sector 10 in wheel 1 (right), obtained by fitting the
relative time-boxes filled with data from events triggered by DT, RPC or CSC.
The error bars do not represent the error of the fit, but the σ of the corresponding
fitting functions.
In the case of events triggered by the DT or RPC, a clear trend is present of
the tT rig values, increasing from MB1 (the uppermost in the MTCC setup) to
MB4 (the bottommost). In particular the maximum time difference is about 8
ns, well in agreement with the time of flight of the muons for that distance (∼ 2.5
m). This effect can be appreciated thanks to the common synchronization of the
clock signals phases (and therefore of the L1A signals) among the DT chambers.
The synchronization between RPC and DT triggers is rather good in both
wheels, since both reproduce the same pattern of tT rig values for the various
chambers. This is confirmed by the plots in fig. 3.9, showing the difference in
BX identification between DT, RPC and CSC. As it can be noticed from the
central plots, in wheel 2, the L1A from RPC arrives sometimes before that of
the DT, causing a little shift to the time pedestal (the sooner the L1A arrive,
the longer are the times the TDC’s count).
The DT and CSC trigger relative synchronization suffers from the variety
of trajectories which can occur with cosmic muons. Very inclined muons can
traverse DT chambers and CSC far apart from each other with times of flight
comparable to the BX rate. The plots in fig. 3.10 show the azimuthal angle of
the muons triggered by the CSC, for the first 3 stations of wheel 2 (left) and
wheel 1 (right). Both situations with muons crossing first the DT and then the
CSC (θ > 0) and vice versa (θ < 0) are present with the latter, impossible at
the LHC, happening even more frequently.
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Figure 3.9: Relative L1A signals synchronization of DT and RPC in wheel 1
(left), DT and RPC in wheel 2 (center) and DT and CSC.
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Figure 3.10: Muons azimuthal angle measured by the DT chambers in wheel
2 (left) and in wheel 1 (right) for events triggered by CSC chambers.

By comparing the left and the right plots in fig. 3.8 one can notice that
in wheel 2 the L1A from CSC arrive later then the DT one, whereas in wheel
1 the vice versa is true. This is due to the different fraction of “θ > 0” and
“θ < 0” muons crossing the DT chambers in the two wheels. For instance, the
MB2 in wheel 1 is crossed mainly by muons first triggering on a CSC chamber
(θ < 0), whereas in the MB2 of wheel 2 the majority of the muons first passes
through that very DT chamber (without being triggered) and then hit a CSC
which delivers the L1A. In addition to that, the time of flight of muons is almost
double for muons passing through DT chambers in wheel 1 with respect to those
detected in wheel 2. The poor synchronization among DT and CSC L1A signals
is also shown in the right plot of fig. 3.9 which demonstrates that the fraction
of triggers differing by ±1 BX is larger that the synchronous ones.
It must be stressed that such difficult circumstances will not occur at the
LHC, where the muons originated at the interaction point will follow a well
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defined path to reach the muon chambers with a fixed time of flight.

3.3.1

Time Pedestal resolution

The smearing of the time pedestal is clearly enhanced in the case of cosmic
muons, since the L1A signal is delivered with the clock frequency (40 MHz
as the BX rate) whereas the passage of a muon can occur at any time within
two consecutive BX. The smearing due to the a-synchronousness of the cosmic
muons can be computed from the variance of a flat probability distribution
centered at zero and large τ ns:
1
σ =
τ
2

Z

τ
2

t2 dt =

− τ2

τ2
12

(3.4)

For τ = 25 ns the smearing results to be 7.2 ns. This uncertainty on the tT rig is
much larger then the cell intrinsic resolution and causes therefore a significant
drop of the DT reconstruction accuracy.
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Figure 3.11: Distribution of the measured time pedestal smearing for events
trigger by DT, RPC or CSC.

The value of σ obtained from the time box fitting function (the same used
to determine the tT rig values) is a measurement of the time pedestal smearing.
The σtT tig distribution for the SL’s involved in the MTCC is shown in the plot
of fig. 3.11. The three line colors stands for events triggered by DT, RPC or
CSC. The mean value for DT and RPC is around 6.9 and 6.6 respectively, a
bit smaller than the uncertainty predicted by considering together the intrinsic
resolution and a-synchronousness of the cosmic muons, i.e. 8.3 ns. In the case
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of the DT trigger, this can be justified by the fact that the BTI efficiency is
not flat in the range [-12.5, 12.5] ns, resulting in a bit narrower probability
distribution in formula 3.4. As it will be discussed in the next paragraph, the
RPC requires the time coincidence of at least 4 chambers hits at the same BX.
The time of flight of ∼ 7 ns between the uppermost and the bottommost RPC
chambers reduces therefore by an equal amount the width of the probability
distribution in formula 3.4.
The time smearing in the case of events triggered by the CSC is by far
larger than those of DT and RPC events. Analogously to the explanation for
the differences in the time pedestals, the possibility to have muons crossing a
DT chamber either before (θ > 0) and after (θ < 0) being triggered by a CSC
chambers together with the long time of flight accounts for the high value of
σtT rig .

ns

The results shown so far concerned data recorded with the solenoid current
switched off. The effect of the 4 Tesla magnetic field is foreseen however not
to influence much the quanties discussed so far. In the plots of fig. 3.12 the
tT rig values for the chambers in sector 10, wheel 2 (left) and the σtT tig distribution (right) for events taken with B=0 and B=4 Tesla are compared6 . A good
agreement can be observed in both distributions.
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Figure 3.12: tT rig values for the chambers in sector 10, wheel 2 (left) and
the σtT tig distribution (right) for events with B=0 and B=4 Tesla.

6

Here and in the following the indicated magnetic field values (e.g. B=4 or B=3.5) refers
unambiguously to the values of the field inside the solenoid.
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DT Trigger at the MTCC

The performances of the DT local trigger depend strongly on the synchronization of the input signals [29]. However, despite the a-synchronousness of the
cosmic muons, the MTCC offers the chance to compare the trigger response of
the different CMS muon subdetectors, in particular DT and RPC.
Every DT chamber is mechanically coupled with one (stations 3 and 4) or
two (stations 1 and 2) RPC chambers layers (RPC stations), to address the basic
CMS design principle of developing a redundant muon system. Having roughly
the same geometrical acceptance RPC and DT trigger should give comparable
trigger responses.
At the MTCC, the RPC trigger relied on the temporal coincidence within
a BX of hits in four out of six RPC stations, without assigning the momentum estimation to the triggering pattern. Concerning the DT chambers, the
local trigger data were passed to the regional trigger chain (Sector Collector,
Track Finder, Wedge and Barrel Sorters, Global Muon Trigger). The selection
of muon tracks candidate were performed by the Track Finder simply on the
basis of the quality assigned by the TRACO. For the sake of the pureness of the
event sample, only correlated segments (among the φ−SL’s of a chamber) were
considered. The corresponding qualities were then LL (quality=4), HL (quality=5) and HH (quality=6). An L1A signal was delivered by the DT system if
at least two candidate muon tracks were found at the same BX in an MB2 and
an MB3 chamber. In the following the subset of events triggered at least by the
RPC barrel chambers are considered to study in a non bias way the DT local
trigger.
The left plot in fig. 3.13 shows the quality assigned by the TRACO to the
muon track candidates as a function of the assigned BX. Results from all the
chambers are plotted together. The absolute value of the latter is meaningless,
whereas it is worth noticing that the RMS of the BX distribution is smaller
than 1 BX. The plot on the right shows the difference of the BX assignment
done by MB2 and MB3 chambers (the ones participating to the L1 trigger).
Averagely the BX assigned by MB3 is slightly larger than the one from MB2,
the difference (∼ 0.08 BX) being compatible with the time of flight between the
two chambers (∼ 2 ns).
In the plot of fig 3.14 the trigger quality is displayed versus the degrees of
freedom (D.O.F.) of the muon segments reconstructed in the two φ−SL’s by the
offline algorithm (results of each DT chamber are plotted together). The D.O.F
are equal to the number of hits considered in the linear fit diminished by the
number of parameters. The capabilities of the BTI to find align patterns are
clearly weaker then those of the offline fit as demonstrated by the large fraction
of HL and LL candidates reconstructed with 8 hits (D.O.F. = 6).
The TRACO and BTI efficiency depends on the slope of the muon, decreas-
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Figure 3.14: Trigger quality as a function of the degrees of freedom in the φ
coordinate of the (offline) reconstructed segments .

ing at large incident angles. On the contrary, the RPC trigger requires simply a
temporal coincidence, regardless the inclination of the track. In the plot of fig.
3.15 the DT local trigger efficiency is shown as a function of the φ coordinate
of the reconstructed muon segment. The efficiency for every DT chamber is
obtained by comparing the number of events triggered (at least) by the RPC
where a segment with at least 6 hits (DOF=4) has been reconstructed and the
subset of the latters which has also a DT trigger with quality ≥ 4. The DT
local trigger efficiency starts decreasing around |φ| ∼ 0.7 radiants and becomes
0 above |φ| = 1.0.
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Figure 3.15: Trigger efficiency as a function of the φ coordinate of the muon.

The shape of the φ-dependent trigger efficiency is well in agreement with the
expected distribution [27]. Nonetheless the total efficiency is around 75%, much
lower than the value measured at beam tests which is ∼ 85% for correlated trigger candidates. The drop is due to the need of the BTI of a time synchronization
between the BTI clock and the passage of the muon in the chamber, which is
impossible to achieve with randomly distributed comics muons. To prove this,
it is possible to use a reconstruction algorithm which in the straight line fit of
the reconstructed hits treats the drift velocity and the time pedestal as free
parameters. More details about this technique will be given in paragraph 3.6.
The correction (hereafter called t0 ) to obtain the most suitable time pedestal is
thus computed event by event.
The left plot in fig. 3.16 shows the t0 distributions for events triggered by
the RPC and for the subset of the latters with also a DT trigger with quality
≥ 4. In both populations a reconstructed segment with at least 6 associated
hits is required for each event. The plot on the right represents the ratio of
the histograms shown on the left. For most of the t0 values the efficiency is
far below to what expected, whereas in a rather limited range,0 . t0 . 10 ns,
corresponding to muons “well synchronized” with the BTI, the 85% efficiency
measured in bunched beam tests is recovered.

3.5

Drift Velocity

After discussing the timing issues and their effect on time pedestal and the
trigger, the calibration of the drift velocity, i.e. the other parameter at the base
of the bunch crossing identification and local reconstruction, is addressed in the
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Figure 3.16: Left: t0 correction distribution for events with at least one good
reconstructed segment (solid) and for the subset of the latters with a DT trigger
(dashed). Right: Trigger efficiency as a function of the t0 correction (ratio of
the two histograms on the left).

following section.
During the MTCC, for the first time a group of DT chambers were operating
in their final positions inside the yoke with the magnetic field at the nominal
value of 4 Tesla. The actual effect of the stray field on the drift velocity and
consequently on the DT reconstruction performances can thus be studied. It
is indeed known from the simulation, that in the regions of the muon barrel
closest to the edges of the solenoid, mainly the first stations of wheels 2 and -2,
the magnetic field in the interfere can reach values as high as 1 Tesla (compare
plot in fig. 3.17). The path of the electrons inside those cells results therefore
distorted as well as their effective drift velocity.

3.5.1

Mean-Time based vdrif t determination

The standard method to determine the drift velocity relies on the mean-time
relation 3.1. For every event, the drift times are combined7 to get a value
for Tmax . The resulting distribution is then fitted to obtain the inverse of
vdrif t (= 2.1/Tmax ).
Despite the simplicity of the method, its result is affected by the uncertainties on the time pedestal: it is immediate to verify from equation 3.1 that, if the
assumed tT rig is displaced from the correct value by δt ns, Tmax gets shifted by
2δt. Care must be also taken in choosing the correct mean-time relation, since
3.1 is only one of the set of equations which can be satisfied by the drift times.
7

When 4 hits are present in a super-layer, 2 distinct, but not independent, estimations of
Tmax can be clearly obtained.
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Figure 3.17: Calculated module of magnetic field in CMS.

Moreover the delta rays produced in the cell contribute with additional “misaligned” hits. To avoid long tails in the Tmax distribution a pattern recognition
is therefore needed.
In section 3.3 the main contributions to the uncertainty on the time pedestal
have been discussed. To get rid of the smearing due to the random time of
arrival of the cosmic muon, the following approach has been used to estimate
the Tmax values for the super-layers of each DT chamber: for each event, the
time difference between the Tmax computed in the outermost φ-SL of the MB3
(taken as reference) and the mean value of the Tmax distribution for the same
super-layer (previously calculated) is taken to correct the time pedestals of
all the measured drift times in the other stations and in the remaining SL’s
of MB3. More precisely, because of the mean-time equation 3.1, the half of
the time correction obtained must be subtracted to the corresponding tT rig .
This procedure thus corrects the time pedestals event by event, analogously to
the method introduced at the end of the previous section, although without
exploiting the segment reconstruction. Examples of mean-time distributions
for the outermost φ-SL’s of the 4 DT stations obtained for events at B=0, are
shown in fig. 3.18.
The plots in fig. 3.19 compares the average values of the Tmax distributions
for the DT chambers operating at the MTCC, for data taken at B=0 and B=4
Tesla: the two top plots shows the absolute values, whereas the graph on the
bottom shows the relative difference among the Tmax estimation at 0 and 4 Tesla
magnetic field.
The statistical errors on the Tmax absolute values due to the Gaussian fit
are very small, ∼ 0.1 ns. The total uncertainty is however much larger, of the
order of 1%, deriving from the uncertainty on the time pedestals.
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Figure 3.18: Tmax distributions for the outermost φ-SL’s of the 4 DT stations.

For most of the chambers the Tmax values at B=0 stand in a interval with
a few ns (∼ 1%) width but for the MB1 in wheel 1 and the two MB4 in wheel
28 . The former chamber was cut out from the gas distribution line, the same
gas mixture was thus used for the whole period of the MTCC data taking. The
drift velocity was therefore influenced by the degraded properties of the gas.
More comments about this issue will follow in the next paragraph. For some
not yet well understood reasons, the smearing of the tT rig values for the MB4
chambers in wheel 2 was unnaturally much larger than the ones of the other
DT chambers. Given that the actual time pedestal used in 3.3 is corrected by a
factor proportional to σtT rig , an error on the latter can explain the Tmax values
of those chambers much larger than the others.
The Tmax percentual variations shown in the plot on the bottom of fig. 3.19
are less sensitive to the error on the time pedestal. As foreseen, the drift velocity
of the MB1 chambers in wheel 2 are particularly affected by the magnetic field
produced by the CMS solenoid. The effective vdrif t is reduced by ∼ 2.5%. In
the case of the other chambers the residual field in the interferes seems to be
8

here and in the following paragraph, only one of the two MB4 of sectors 10 are considered.
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Figure 3.19: Tmax values for the chambers involved in the MTCC at B=0
(left) and B=4 (right). Bottom: Tmax percentual variation between B=4 and
B=0 Tesla.

low enough not to sensibly influence the drift properties.
By looking at the magnetic field map in fig. 3.17, it is possible to notice that
the intensity of the field is larger at the external side of wheel 2 and decreases
going inward the center of CMS. A variation of the drift velocity is therefore
expected along the z coordinate. The plot in fig. 3.20 compares the Tmax values
for the φ-SL’s of MB1 in sector 10 of wheel 2, computed in 6 positions along z
for B=0 and B=4.
As already discussed, the signal propagation along the wires contributes to
the smearing of the time pedestal. This dependency is well evident by looking
at Tmax values for B=0, all obtained with the same value of tT rig . The difference
between the innermost and outermost points is large, ∼ 8 ns. The increasing of
the Tmax with the distance from the front end tends to compensate the effect
of the decreasing of the magnetic field. To check the actual variation of the
effective vdrif t with the position along the wire, the signal propagation time
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Figure 3.20: Tmax value computed along the z coordinate of the MB1 chamber
in sector 10 of wheel 2 for B=0 and B=4. z = 0 corresponds to the center of
the chamber, with the Front End side around ∼ 120 and the high voltage side at
∼ −120.

has to be properly subtracted from the Tmax computation. The results for B=4
Tesla, shown in plot in fig. 3.20 are indeed obtained in this way. The percentual
variation of the Tmax between the to SL sides solely due to the magnetic field
is of the order of 3.5%.

3.5.2

Photo-peak

The strong correlation between the time pedestal and the Tmax is the main limitation of the mean-time based determination of the drift velocity. A procedure
which allows to disentangle the two parameters of the linear relation 3.3 would
be of great help. In the following, an observable is introduced which can lead
to a precise determination of the effective vdrif t and is completely independent
of the time pedestal.
In the avalanche caused by the drift electrons in proximity of the anodic
wire, photons are also produced. A few of these photons hit the borders of
the cell and eventually electrons are extracted by photo-electric effect. The
latters drift towards the wire, leaving an additional signal. In the case an
electron is photo-extracted from a cathode, it takes exactly the maximum drift
time to reach the wire. A picture explaining this effect is shown in fig. 3.21.
Given the fact that the photon arrives almost instantaneously from the wire to
the cathodes (70ps), the time difference between the signals from the primary
electron and the photo-extracted one is again equal to the maximum drift time.
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The dependency on the time pedestal is exactly cancelled out in the difference
of the drift times.

Figure 3.21: Pictorial explanation of the photo-peak effect.

In the plot of fig. 3.22 the distribution of the time difference between the
second arrived hit and the first hit is shown. The large bump starting at ∼ 140
TDC counts is due to secondary electrons extracted from the strips above and
below the wire, at a minimum distance of ∼ 0.6 cm (∼ 0.6/0.0054 · 32/25 = 140
TDC counts). The lower part of the spectrum is populated by entries due
to delta rays. The contribution we are interested in, i.e. the one from the
cathodes, is represented by the peak, hereafter called “photo-peak”, around
500 TDC counts.
The distribution from all the channels of a super-layer are summed together
in the histogram of fig. 3.22. The main problem is indeed the limited statistics:
in only ∼ 8% of the cases the primary signal is accompanied by a secondary hit.
The fraction of events populating the photo-peak is further reduce to ∼ 1%.
What we want to prove is the feasibility to estimate the correct maximum
drift time and thus the drift velocity from the position of the photo-peak. The
most strait-forward way to determine the photo-peak position is to fit it with
the Gaussian function. The mean value obtained however does not correspond
exactly to the maximum drift time (although surely proportional to). The main
reason is that, exactly as for the entries due to photo-extraction from the strips,
it is the edge of the distribution which represents the minimum distance; the
rest of the peak is accounted by electrons extracted on the cathode a little away
from the closest point having thus longer drift path and drift times.
Nevertheless, the variation of the fitted position of the Gaussian distribution
is a good estimation of the variation of the drift velocity, providing a useful
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Figure 3.22: Example of distribution of the time (in TDC counts) between
the second and the first hit recorded in the same event. The histogram is cumulative for an entire super-layer. The peak around 500 counts is due to electrons
photo-extracted from the cathodes.

cross-check of the results obtained with the mean-time method.
In the plot of fig. 3.23 the photo-peak distributions at B=0 and B=4 Tesla
for the MB1 in wheel 2, sector 10 are compared. In the case of B=4, a clear
shift of the peak towards higher values can be noticed.
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Figure 3.23: Zoom on the photo-peak for B=4 and B=0 Tesla for the an MB1
station in wheel +2.
The plots in fig. 3.24 compares the positions of the fitted photo-peak mean
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Figure 3.24: Photo-peak position for the super-layers of the chambers involved
in the MTCC at B=0 (left) and B=4 (right). Bottom: Percentual variation of
the photo-peak position between B=4 and B=0 Tesla.

The results at B=0 agrees within less than 1% for all the chambers but the
MB1 in wheel 1 which was already identified as peculiar in the Tmax analysis.
In contradiction to the Tmax estimations, the MB4 chambers in wheel 2 behave
as the other chambers. This supports the hypothesis that the incompatible
vdrif t estimamation was due to the use of an incorrect time pedestal and not to
actual different drift conditions of the chambers.
The percentual variations of the photo-peak positions at B=4 and B=0 are
compatible with those observed with the mean-time method. In particular the
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MB1 chambers of wheel 2 shows an increment of the photo-peak centroid by
∼ 2.5% corresponding to a decrease of vdrif t by an equal amount.
Data taken at intermediate field values has also been analyzed to check the
behavior of the photo-peak. In table 3.5.2 the photo-peak centroids are reported
for the SL’s of the two MB1 chambers in wheel 2 at B=0, 2, 3.8 and 4. In all the
SL’s the tendency is evident of the photo-peak to get shifted to higher values
proportionally to the intensity of the magnetic field.

Sector 10

Sector 11

SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL

1
2
3
1
2
3

B=0
510
508
509
510
507
509

B=2
515
512
513
514
510
512

B=3.8
519
517
520
520
519
520

B=4
522
520
521
523
521
521

Table 3.1: Photo-peak mean position for the super-layer of MB1 chambers of
wheel 2 for various values of magnetic field intensity.
At the end of the previous paragraph it has been demonstrated that in the
first DT stations of wheel 2, the magnetic field intensity depends on the distance
from the solenoid edge. As a consequence the effective drift velocity depend on
the z coordinate of the chamber. The plot in fig. 3.25 shows the percentual
variation of the photo-peak centroid as a function of the distance from the wire
(z ∼ 100 corresponds to the Front End side, while z ∼ −100 to the high voltage
side). The behavior is compatible to what show for the Tmax in fig. 3.20.
The advantage with the photo-peak approach with respect to the mean-time
is that, in the case of zero magnetic field, there is no dependence of the result
from the position of the hits along the wire.
It is worth to examine a bit more in detail the MB1 chamber in wheel 1,
i.e. the chamber that has not been fluxed with the standard gas mixed during
the MTCC data taking. It has already been shown that the estimation of the
drift velocity is in large disagreement with those of the other chambers. The
relative photo peak distribution is shown in the plot of fig. 3.26; it is immediate
to notice that the photo-peak has almost disappeared. Moreover the fraction of
events with a second hit is half as the normal one (4% versus 8%).
If the gas in the chamber is not continuously recycled, the gas leakage and
the contamination with air is unavoidable. Nitrogen and Oxygen are the causes
of the strange behavior of the MB1. Indeed, it is known from the literature
[30] that the presence of the former in a gas mixture increases the drift velocity, whereas the latter is a very effective quencher. This explains the reduced
number of secondary hit but also the lower fraction of entry in the photo-peak
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Figure 3.25: z-dependence of the photo-peak centroid percentual variation with
respect to the measured value at B=0 and B=4 Tesla for MB1 sector 10 wheel
2.

region: the longer the drift path the higher the probability for an electron to
be captured. Nonetheless the fact that this chamber, still with different drift
characteristics and reduced efficiency, kept on working for more than a month
without having the gas recycled is a proof of the extremely good hermeticity of
the DT chambers!
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Figure 3.26: Distribution of the time between the second and the first hit in
the chamber MB1 of sector 10, wheel 1.

Throughout this paragraph it has been shown that the photo-peak is an
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extremely interesting observable to determine the effective drift velocity. To
conclude, let’s then summarize the features of this approach, stressing the advantages with respect to the mean-time method:
• it does not depend on the error on the time pedestal, and therefore:
• it is independent from the trigger synchronization and L1A source
• it is independent from the position of the hits along the wire
• no pattern recognition is required
• if needed, it can provide a vdrif t calibration with a per-channel granularity
• it can achieves an accuracy better than 1% on the drift velocity variation.

3.6

DT local reconstruction

In the previous sections the DT calibration constants, i.e. the time pedestal and
the drift velocity have been discussed. In the following, the performances of the
DT local reconstruction on the MTCC data will be studied. The observable
which will be considered is the distribution of the hits residuals, defined by the
difference between the position of a reconstructed hit (xhit in formula 3.3) in a
given DT chamber layer and the position of the reconstructed muon segment
which the hit belongs to, extrapolated onto the same layer. The difference of
the modules of those quantities is considered to treat in the same manner the
right and the left side of the cell. Only events with well reconstructed segments,
i.e. with 8 associated hits in the φ-SL are selected.
In the plots of fig. 3.27 the residuals of a DT chamber super-layer are shown
as a function of the extrapolated distance from the wire. The plot on the right is
a zoom of the scatter plot profile on the left. The shape of the profile is roughly
in agreement with the expected linearity of the cell [19]. Apart from the region
close to the wire, the centroids of the residuals distribution are compatible with
zero within 100 µm .
Qualitative information about the correctness of the calibration constants
used can be deduced from the residuals distribution. An error in the estimation
of the time pedestal would indeed produce a rigid shift of the distribution, since
the reconstructed hits would be shifted by a constant factor regardless their
distance from the wire. A wrong estimation of the drift velocity would cause
a shift of the hit proportional to its distance from the wire. The profile would
then result inclined upward or downward.
To give an example which proves the last sentence, in the plot of fig. 3.28
the residuals profile of the MB1 chambers of wheel 1 and 2 are compared. The
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Figure 3.27: Left: residuals as a function of the extrapolated distance from
the wire. Entries from an entire super-layer are summed together. Right: zoom
of the scatter plot profile of the plot on the left.

former is knew from the previous section to have a higher effective drift velocity
due to the N2 pollution. The reconstruction has nevertheless been performed
with the same vdrif t used for the other chambers, thus underestimating the
correct value. As it can be noticed, the residuals centroids decreases as the
distance from the wire increases.
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Figure 3.28: Residuals distribution as a function of the distance from the wire
for the MB1 chambers in wheel 1 (black) and wheel 2 (red).

The effect of the magnetic field in the MB1 chambers in wheel 2, can be
appreciated in the same manner. The plot in fig. 3.29 compares the residuals
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| [cm]

as a function of the distance from the wire for the MB1 in sector 10, wheel2
with B=0 and B=4 Tesla. The intense magnetic field causes the decreasing of
the effective vdrif t . The value used in the hit reconstruction is therefore overestimated and thus the residuals profile results to be upward inclined (oppositely
to what seen for the MB1 in wheel 2).
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Figure 3.29: Residuals distribution as a function of the distance from the
wire for the MB1 chamber in wheel 2, sector 10 at B=0 (black) and B=4 Tesla
(red).
The results shown so far have been obtained using the standard DT local
reconstruction which is based on a linear fit of the measurements in r − φ or
r − z projections. First the position of the hits in the chamber coordinates are
evaluated by means of relation 3.3, then the set of reconstructed hits which
provides the segment with the smallest χ2 is chosen [31]. In the case of cosmic
muons the smearing of the time pedestal is almost twice as the cell intrinsic
resolution, the precision obtained by the simple linear fit of the reconstructed
hit is then much worse than with muons from bunched LHC interactions. With
the 8 measurements provided by the 2 φ-SL’s, it is however possible to afford
the usage of two additional free parameters, the very calibration constants of
3.3 [32]. By minimizing the function9 :
8
X

{[xwire
+ sgni (tdrif t − ttrig − t0 ) · (vdrif t + δv)] − a + byiwire }2
i

(3.5)

i=1

(where, xwire
and yiwire are the coordinates of the wire and sgni define whether
i
the hits is on the right or on the left of the wire) the proper corrections to
tT rig and vdrif t (t0 and δv respectively) are determined event by event.
9

the x,y nomenclature corresponds to what used so far, e.g. in relation 3.3.
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In the plots of fig. 3.30 the improvements achieved with respect to the
standard linear fit are shown. As it can be seen from the plot on the left,
showing the residuals distribution for data taken at B=0, the RMS reduces
from ∼ 500 µm to 220 µm which is only slightly more than what is measured
for bunched muons (compare left plot fig. 3.4). In the plot on the right the
residuals distributions of the the MB1 chamber in sector 10, in wheel 2 for events
at B=4 Tesla are shown. As already demostrated by the plot of fig. 3.29, the
overestimation of the drift velocity causes a shift of the residual centroid. This
is effect is cured by the correction factor δv in the minimization function.
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Figure 3.30: Left: residuals distribution at B=0 with (solid) and without
(dashed) t0 correction. Right: residuals distribution for MB1 in sector 10 of
wheel 2 at B=4 Tesla with (solid) and without (dashed) calibration constants (t0
and δv) correction.
This method for the DT local reconstruction will be useful also at the LHC.
Especially at the beginning, the uncertainties on the calibration constants can
be sizable, e.g. the time pedestal could gather a dependency on the L1A source.
Not relying too much on the calibration constants would thus be very desirable
for the online HLT reconstruction. An example of an offline analysis for which
the parameterization of the time pedestal is crucial is given in [20], where lowβ charged stable particles with longer times of flight have to be detected and
measured by the DT chambers.
Introducing two corrective parameters to tT rig and vdrif t in the fit, provides a tool to check the correctness of the calibration constants used (a sort of
calibration “a posteriori”). Indeed, if the tT rig and vdrif t values used in the
function 3.5 are accurate, the distribution of t0 (e.g. the left plot in fig. 3.16)
and δv should be centered at zero. Actually the eventual displacement from
zero of the mean values estimates quantitatively the correction that must be
apply.
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Chapter 4
Monte Carlo generator
modelling of the inclusive
h → W +W − → µ+νµ−ν̄ channel
The decay channel h→W + W − →l+ l− ν ν̄ is considered one of the most favored for
the Higgs discovery in the scenario with mh ∼ 2mW [33],[34]. The specific final
state with two muons is the subject of the analysis presented in the following
two chapters. The goal is to determine the CMS discovery potential for the
Higgs particle via this signal; to achieve this the full detector simulation has
been exploited and the main source of systematics uncertainties have been taken
into account.
The chapter is organized as follow: first the general physics properties of the
Higgs at the LHC are summarized, followed by the description of the signal and
the relative backgrounds. The relevant aspects of the Monte Carlo simulation
used in this study are then discussed in detail, in particular for what concerns
the signal, the irreducible non resonant W-pair background and the higher rate
tt̄ background. Finally, the simulation of the main sources of muon pairs at the
LHC, i.e. Drell Yan and bb̄ production, will be commented.

4.1
4.1.1

Higgs Boson at the LHC
Production processes

The Feynman diagrams of the main Higgs production mechanisms at LHC are
depicted in fig. 4.1. The production cross section as a function of mH is shown
for each of the production processes in fig. 4.2.
Diagram (a) in fig. 4.1, known as gluon fusion, represents the Higgs particle
production via a loop of top quarks originated by two hard interacting gluons.
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Figure 4.1: Main Higgs production mechanisms at LHC: (a) gluon-gluon fusion, (b) vector-bosons-fusion, (c) Higgs-strahlung, (d) top-pair associated production

At the Born level the cross section can be computed starting from the radiative
correction to the
due to a top loop, and substituting the top
√ gluon self energy √
mass mt = yv/ 2 with y(v+h(x))/ 2. Folding the gluon luminosity, eventually
the cross section results to be [35]:
σLO = σ0 τh
GF αs2
m2
√ |I( 2t )|2 ;
σ0 =
288 2π mh

∂Lgg
∂τh

∂Lgg
=
∂τh

(4.1)
Z

1

τh

dx
g(x)g(τ /x)
x

(4.2)

where I is a function of m2t /m2h and τh = m2h /s. Due to the high gluons
luminosity and to the large top Yukawa coupling (I is O(1)) , the gluon fusion
is the dominant Higgs production process along the whole range of mH . High
order QCD corrections to this process (up to NNLO in the large mtop limit)
have been computed for the full Higgs mass range [36], reducing the theoretical
error to O(20%) due to the uncertainties on parton densities, neglected quark
mass effects and residual scale dependency. Their impact is sizable either for the
total cross section -increased by almost a factor 2- and for the kinematics of the
process: at LO indeed the Higgs particle is produced at rest in the transverse
plane, whereas at NLO it acquires a relevant pT by recoiling the emission of a
jet by the initial state gluons (see section 1.2.2) [37].
The approach used to deal with this effect will be described in 4.2.3. Finally,
as the initial state is completely symmetric, the boost of the interaction rest
frame with respect to the CMS frame is relatively small, leading to a rather
central final state topology.
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The theoretical upper bound on the Higgs mass comes from the unitarity
constraint on the longitudinally polarized W’s/Z bosons scattering (“would-be
Goldstone bosons”). This Higgs production mechanism (diagram (b) in fig.
4.1) becomes thus important and competitive with the gluon fusion at high
mH values [38]. The hard process cross section can be computed exploiting the
equivalence theorem whereas the relevant parton densities can be inferred from
deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering data. The whole process is predominantly electroweak, there is indeed no color exchange between the two quark
lines; the NLO QCD corrections result therefore to be small, O(10%) with respect to the Born level [39]. Also for small Higgs mass values, despite the small
cross section, the W/Z boson scattering is crucial to study the nature of the
EWSB and the properties of the Higgs boson, in particular in its W-pair or
Z-pair decay, by the means of the the double W W h or ZZh vertex.
Both the other two processes shown in fig. 4.1 are suppressed by more the
one order of magnitude with respect to gluon fusion. Nevertheless the special
topology of their final states can be used to efficiently disentangle the signal
events from the background. The “Higgs-strahlung” off W’s or Z boson (diagram (c)) which was the main production mechanism searched for at LEP,
could be viable in the intermediate Higgs mass scenario [40]. The Higgs production in association with a tt̄pair could offer an alternative for mH close to
the LEP limit: the presence of the two top quarks allows indeed to exploit the
Higgs decay into a bb̄ pair otherwise overwhelmed by the QCD background (see
later). Given the extremely small cross sections and the complexity of the final
state, the evidence of these processes will require a sizable amount of integrated
luminosity and well understood detector performances (see for instance [41]).

Figure 4.2: Main Higgs production mechanisms cross sections at LHC as a
function of mH . Higher order QCD corrections are included in the calculations.
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Figure 4.3: Left: Higgs decay width as a function of mH . Right: Branching
ratios for the dominant Higgs decay modes. Relevant higher order corrections
are included in the calculations.

4.1.2

Decay modes

The Higgs branching ratios (BR) to the dominant decay modes as a function of
mH are shown in fig. 4.3. They are clearly “collider independent”, although
the specific physics of the collisions determines which decay modes are viable
for the seeking of an evidence.
The decay width for on-shell vector bosons and fermions is [42]:
√
2GF m3h
(4.3)
Γh =
G()
16π
3
1
1
GV () = ( )(1 − 42 ) 2 (1 − 42 + 124 ); Gf () = 3 × 22 (1 − 42 ) 2 ; (4.4)
2
where GV and Gf concern respectively the weak vector bosons and the
fermions and  = m/mh , with m the mass of either the vector boson or the
fermion. In the low mH range (mh . 135) the heaviest object kinematically
allowed is the bottom quark with indeed a branching fraction of ∼ 85%, followed by the τ lepton with a BR ∼ (mb /mτ )2 times smaller. Because of the
overwhelming QCD background, both of these decays are by no means useful for
inclusive searches. Thanks to the extremely narrow Higgs width at low mH (i.e.
when only Gf contributes to Γh ) the most suitable decay mode for the discovery in the low mass range is the decay into photon pairs, mediated by W’s,
top or bottom quarks loop. The branching ratio can be computed similarly
to the Higgs production via gluon fusion and clearly results to be extremely
small, reaching at maximum 0.2%; the NLO QCD and electroweak corrections
are known to be relatively small for mh . 140 [43].
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GV is much larger than Gf in the whole range 0 <  < 1/2, so as soon as
it becomes kinematically feasible, the decay into vector bosons dominates with
a branching ratio ≈ 1. Also in the scenario with mh > 2mt , the decay to top
pair accounts at maximum for 20% of Γh . Because of the larger mass and of
the additional factor 1/2 in front of GV due to the presence of two identical
particles, the decay into Z bosons pair is disfavored with respect to the one into
W’s. In particular in the range 155 . mh . 175, as it is not possible to have
both Z on-shell, the branching fraction for h→W + W − exceeds 98%.
Finally, it is worth noticing that since Γh grows with m3h and for small  GV is
O(1), for large mH the Higgs width is comparable to its mass. The interpretation
of the Higgs boson as a resonance becomes therefore questionable.

4.2

h → W +W − → µ+νµ−ν̄ properties

As it has been just shown in the previous section, given the high branching
ratio, the WW decay mode is the most suitable for the Higgs searches in the
mH range ∼ [155, 175]. The final state with jets either from both or only
one W, is largely disfavored compared to the fully leptonic one, still because
of the much higher QCD and “W+jets” backgrounds. The major drawback
with respect to the ZZ→4l decay chain is that the precise reconstruction of the
Higgs mass is spoiled by the presence of two neutrinos in the final state.
In this work we restrict to the case where both leptons are muons1 . The
process signature in the detector is therefore composed by two relatively high
. This signature
pT isolated muons pointing to primary vertex plus sizable Emiss
t
takes advantage of the excellent CMS performances in muon triggering and
reconstruction; in particular, it avoids to deal with jets misidentification as for
instance in final states with electrons. Using two same flavor leptons has though
the consequence that high rate Drell Yan processes contributes as backgrounds.
The analysis is considered “inclusive” in the sense that no specific Higgs
production process is a priori chosen, even though the gluon fusion will be
always taken as the reference initial state2 . Concerning the Higgs decay, each of
the diagrams in figure 4.4 can contribute to the h→µ+ νµ− ν̄ signal, but while
diagram (b) is suppressed by the hµµ vertex (with a decay rate (mW /mµ )2
times smaller than hW W ), diagram (c) is suppressed either by the small value
of BR(h→ZZ) and by the selections will be exploited to reject Drell Yan muons
1

Nonetheless, most of the kinematical properties of this decay chain does not depend of the
flavor of the leptons. Therefore in this section often we will refer in a general way to the
properties of the leptons other then of the muons
2
This is justified either because in the intermediate mH range gluon fusion dominates over
the other production processes and because among the latters it will also by favored by the
request of having no other reconstructed objects.
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Figure 4.4: Feynman diagrams for h→µ− µ+ ν ν̄.

(see paragraphs 4.5 and 5.1). Diagram (a) alone can therefore be considered to
study the signal properties.
Table 4.2 shows the total signal cross sections at next to leading order for
various Higgs masses in the general case of 2 leptons in the final state. Higher
order corrections are computed only for the production cross sections [44].
mH
130
140
150
160
165
170
180
190
200

σ(pp→h) (pb)
gg→h qq→hqq
31.72
3.89
27.84
3.81
24.65
2.95
22.00
2.76
20.80
2.60
19.75
2.46
17.86
2.41
16.26
2.31
14.86
2.01

BR(h→W W →2l2ν)

Total (fb)

2.96 · 10−2
4.98 · 10−2
7.01 · 10−2
9.25 · 10−2
9.87 · 10−2
9.91 · 10−2
9.59 · 10−1
7.97 · 10−2
7.54 · 10−2

1060
1580
1980
2340
2360
2260
1990
1510
1300

Table 4.1: Signal total cross sections for various mH . Production cross sections
(either for gluon fusion and for vector boson fusion) and branching ratios are
also reported separately for each mass.

4.2.1

Signal versus non-resonant q q̄→W + W − production

In order to better point out the signal characteristics, it is worth to direct
compare it with its main background, the non-resonant W pair production.
The LO diagrams are shown in fig. 4.12 (diagrams (a) and (b)). Although
being not feasible to distinguish precisely the Higgs resonance due the presence
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of the two neutrinos, there are important differences between signal and WW
background in the kinematical behavior of the final state leptons. Let’s thus
first analyze the differential decay rate for h→W + W − →l+ νl− ν̄ [45]:
 4πα 3 m3
(p1 · p4 )(p2 · p3 )
W
dρ
dΓ = 2
2
2
2
sin θW
mh (k1 − m2W )2 (k22 − m2W )2

(4.5)

where dρ is the differential phase space, k1,2 are the momenta of the W
bosons and pi are assigned to the final state leptons and neutrinos accordingly
to fig. 4.4. The main feature of the leptons pair kinematics arises from the
product (p1 · p4 )(p2 · p3 ) which is maximum for the lepton emitted opposite to
the neutrino and the antilepton emitted opposite to the antineutrino. For small
boost of the parent W bosons, as it is the case for mh ∼ 2mW , the overall result
is that the two leptons are produced predominantly nearby in the space [46].
This could be argued also by taking into account the spin and weak interaction
properties of the decay chain: being the Higgs a scalar its decay products must
be in a J=0 total angular momentum state. The two vector bosons must then
be either both longitudinally or both transversely polarized. The leptons in
charged currents have defined chirality and the W’s correlation leads to have
them emitted in the same direction.
The spin correlation argument just discussed does not apply to the non
resonant WW production. The mixed polarization state (i.e. transverselongitudinal) is indeed no more forbidden, and the distribution of the opening
angle between the leptons results somehow to be correlated in the opposite way
with respect to the signal [47].
The larger the boost of the hard interaction rest frame along the beam direction, the more squeezed is the angle between the direction of the two leptons. In
order to avoid such an effect, which will be shown in a moment to be more effective for the WW events than for the signal, only the projections of the muons’
momenta on the transverse plane are taken to define the relative muons’ opening
angle (∆φ). Moreover the muon transverse coordinates are much more precisely
measured with respect to the longitudinal ones. The plot in fig. 4.5 compares
the shapes of the ∆φ distribution for the signal and the WW background.
The signal and the non-resonant WW background present differences also
in the pseudorapidity of the final state leptons. As stated in 4.1.1, in the
case of gluon fusion as Higgs production process, the overall event topology is
rather central. Non-resonant W-pairs originate mainly from q − q̄ scattering,
with the fraction of proton momentum carried by the antiquark usually being
much smaller than the quark one; the boost of the system can then be rather
sizable. The left plot in fig. 4.6 justifies quantitatively this different signal and
background behavior. For:
2
−4
x1 x2 = s/ŝ = MW
W /s ∼ 10

(4.6)
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of ∆φ for the signal with mH =165 GeV and the
non-resonant WW production.

the product of the quarks structure functions q(x1 )q̄(x2 ) peaks at x1 = 0.2 
x2 = 5 · 10−4 whereas g(x1 )g(x2 ) as foreseen peaks at x1 ∼ 10−2 [46]. The
impact on the observables is demonstrated by the right plot in fig. 4.6 where
the pseudorapidity of the muons with larger |η| is shown: while the signal peaks
around |η| = 1.7, the background peaks at ∼ 2.4, close to the maximum muon
system acceptance.

Figure 4.6: Left: Structure functions products at x1 x2 = 10−4 as a function
of x1 . Right: pseudorapidity distribution of the muon with maximum |η| for the
signal (mh = 165 GeV) and for the WW background
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Lepton kinematics mH -dependence

Throughout the whole analysis the Higgs mass corresponding the highest cross
section, i.e. mH =165 GeV, is taken as reference. However the kinematics of
the final state leptons and therefore the observability of the signal depend on
the still unknown mH parameter. The most sensible variables are the lepton
). The first
momenta and transverse mass mT (which accounts also for the Emiss
t
two plots in fig. 4.7 show the shape of leptons’ pT distributions (respectively of
the maximum pT lepton and of the lowest pT one) for various mH . The third
plot shows the differential cross section as a function of mT for the same values
of mH .

Figure 4.7: Left: pT distribution of the maximum pT lepton for mH =130 (dotted), 150 (dashed), 165 (continuous) and 180 (dotted-dashed). Center: pT distribution of the lowest pT lepton. Right: Transverse mass differential cross
section.
Apart from these somehow obvious observables, also the key discriminating
variable, ∆φ, slightly depends on the Higgs mass. The plot in fig. 4.8 represents
the difference of ∆φ shapes corresponding to mH =130, 170 and 180 GeV with
respect to the ∆φ shape for mH =165 GeV. For small masses the difference is
rather sizable (> 20% for mH =130) as well as for masses close to 2mZ (∼ 20%
for mH =180). In both cases the difference tends to flat the distribution i.e. to
diminish the spin correlation effect.

4.2.3

Signal Monte Carlo simulation

A set of signal samples with masses between 130 and 180 GeV have been simulated using PYTHIA Monte Carlo program, version 6.215 [48]. The number of
generated events and the corresponding integrated luminosity of each sample is
reported in table 4.2.3.
With the goal to define the CMS Higgs discovery potential via the h→W W
decay mode, this analysis focuses on the most favored Higgs mass scenario, i.e.
with mH around 2mW . In particular the sample with mH =165 will be used as
reference for the optimization of the selection cuts and for the studies on the

δ N(φ)
N(φ)
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Figure 4.8: Difference between the shape of the ∆φ for various mH values with
respect to the shape for mH =165 GeV

systematics uncertainties. No samples have been produced above 180 GeV, since
it is assumed that as soon as it becomes kinematically allowed, the decay into
Z bosons pair can lead to a faster and simpler discovery (compare CMS Higgs
discovery potential plot in Ref. [25]). The samples down to mH =130 GeV
are motivated by the global fit of the electroweak and top mass data which
privilege a low mass scenario. However the extremely small branching ratio and
the different kinematical properties (see 4.2.2 and later 5.1.6) largely disfavor
this channel with respect to h→γγ or even h→4l.
mH
130
140
150
160
165
170
180

Number of events
20000
20000
20000
50000
50000
50000
20000

L [f b−1 ]
19
13
10
21
21
22
10

Table 4.2: Number of events for the set of signal samples and the correspondent integrated luminosity
Gluon fusion and Vector Bosons fusion have been selected as production
processes. The Higgs was then forced at generator level to decay into W + W −3 .
3

It has already been discussed that there is no need to consider all the h→µ + µ − ν ν̄
processes i.e. with only one or no W propagators
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Each W was then made decay leptonically without specifying the flavor of the
leptons4 . No detector acceptance cuts have been applied to the final state
particles. The spin correlations are taken into account throughout the whole
decay chain.
Only ∼ 1/9 of the events in the samples contains a prompt µ+ µ− pair
originated from the two W’s. Muonic tau decays extend this percentage by a
sizable factor (Γτ →µ /(1 + Γτ →µ ) ∼ 25%), nevertheless these events have small
chance to pass the muon selections, those muons indeed either don’t point to
the vertex as shown in left plot in fig. 4.9 (remember the LHC beam size at IP
of 15µm) and have much smaller momentum (right plot in fig. 4.9).

Figure 4.9: Left: transverse distance of the muon production vertex in the
W →τ →µ decay. Right: pT distribution of the of prompt muons from W’s and
from tau decay.
In addition to the hard interaction, Pythia provides the complete evolution
of the whole proton-proton collision, parameterizing the multiple interaction
of partons inside the proton, and simulating initial and final state radiation.
Parton shower is then provided in the soft and collinear limit approximation
according to the Lund model [48].
Thus, even if the hard process is computed at Born level, the Higgs produced
via gluon fusion is simulated by the Monte Carlo with a non-zero transverse
momentum.
The correct description of the Higgs pT (phT ) is a critical issue for the analysis, since it reflects the spectra of the recoiling jet(s). As it will be discussed in
details afterwards, one of the most dangerous background comes from tt̄ production which has to be suppressed by applying a veto on the jets accompanying
the muons. In the case of a hard initial state radiation, also the signal can be
rejected by this veto.
4

This will be the case also for most of the background samples, given the fact that the same
samples have been used for h→W W analysis with different final states e.g 2e or eµ
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The Pythia generator program reproduces only approximately the phT spectrum. At high phT values (above ∼ 100 GeV) the shape and the cross section
normalization are matched to the exact gg→h + jet matrix. In the very low
part of the spectrum (. 10 GeV), Pythia exploits an approximate resummation
of the large logarithmic terms of the form ∼ ln(mh /phT ). The MC@NLO Monte
Carlo program [49] implements a set of QCD and electroweak processes at NLO
accuracy. As either virtual and real corrections are included, both the total
cross section and the hard emission of additional jet are therefore much more
precisely described. The plot in fig. 4.10 shows the phT dependent differential
cross section for gg→h and mH =165 GeV, as predicted by Pythia and as it is
computed by the MC@NLO. As foreseen, Pythia approximates rather well the
NLO result for very small and high phT values whereas in the correspondence of
the bulk of the events the disagreement is sizable.

Figure 4.10: Left: Higgs pT distribution in gg→h events as provided by
Pythia and as computed at NLO+NLL for mH =165 GeV. Right: phT -dependent
reweighting functions for mH =130 (dotted), 150 (dashed), 165 (continues) and
180 (dotted-dashed).

To take into account the higher order corrections still using the samples
produced by Pythia, a reweighting technique based on the following equation
has been adopted [37]:
Z
σN LO =
0

∞

K(phT )σLO (phT )dphT ;

K(phT ) =

dσN LO h
(p )
dσLO T

(4.7)

Instead of rescaling by a constant term the total cross section, each event
produced via gluon fusion has been reweighted by a phT dependent factor with
the goal to reproduce the shape of the NLO spectrum. K(phT ) depends also from
the Higgs mass: the reweighting functions used for the different signal samples
are shown in the right plot of fig. 4.10. They all look similar in particular in
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the region up to ∼ 60 GeV where the bulk of the events stands; a more evident
mH dependence is present in the high part of the phT spectrum.
It has already stated in paragraph 4.1.1 that higher orders QCD corrections
does not affect sizably the Higgs production via vector boson fusion, neither
in the cross section nor in the kinematics. Because of this, no phase space
dependent reweighting has been applied to the events of this kind in the signal
Monte Carlo samples.
It is worth noticing that the higher order corrections we have been talking
about concerns only the initial state of the signal, the Higgs decay being ruled
exclusively by the electroweak interaction. In particular the leptons’ angular
correlation is unaffected at least in the Higgs rest frame. Nonetheless, the
transverse boost of the latter with respect to the lab system is enhanced, thus
also the observables properties may change. The plot in fig. 4.11 compares
the shape of the ∆φ distribution as predicted by Pythia and after applying the
phT -dependent reweighting function. No relevant difference is observed.

Figure 4.11: Comparison of the ∆φ shape as predicted by Pythia before (continuous line) and after (green squares) applying the phT -dependent reweighting
function.

4.3

Non-resonant W-pair background

In the previous section, the main properties of the WW background have been
presented by stressing the kinematical differences with respect to the signal.
The precision with which the irreducible background is described is however
crucial for the effectiveness of the Higgs searches via the WW decay. Indeed,
even if once the LHC data will be available the data themselves will be used to
evaluate the background to an eventual signal, as it will be discussed in section
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5.2, this normalization procedure relies on the observables shapes predicted by
the Monte Carlo.
The WW Monte Carlo sample has been generated using Pythia. The production of two W’s has been selected, each W was then forced to decay leptonically.
No acceptance cuts have been applied and no request on the leptons’ flavor has
been done. The cross section at NLO and the sample statistics are reported in
table 4.4.
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Figure 4.12: Leading Order Feynman diagrams for µ− µ+ ν ν̄ final state including at least one W boson.

As for the signal samples, the kinematic description of the WW process provided by a “2→200 LO Monte Carlo like Pythia is only approximated. First of
all the diagram (c) in fig. 4.12 cannot be included in the simulation. However,
its contribution is rather small and the main lepton distributions remains unaffected. This is proved by the plots in fig. 4.13, which compare some muon
kinematic variables as predicted by Pythia and by CompHEP [50] a Monte
Carlo generator which exploits the exact matrix elements for “2→n00 processes.
Among all the diagrams contributing to q q̄→µ− µ+ ν ν̄, only those with at least
one W boson were considered; the others, i.e. those mediated only by γ/Z, will
be treated as separate backgrounds. For this and for the following comparisons,
the preselection cuts listed below are used [51]:
• pT (µ1 ) > 20 GeV and pT (µ2 ) > 10 GeV
• |η| < 2 for both muons
• mµ− µ+ < 80 GeV
• pT (µ− + µ+ ) > 20 GeV
• ∆φ < 2.4 rad
They have the effect of reducing the phase space of the generated events around
what will be the region where the signal events will be counted.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of various kinematical variables for Pythia 2→2
q q̄→W W (→µ− µ+ ν ν̄) and CompHEP 2→4 q q̄→µ− µ+ ν ν̄ with at least one intermediate W boson.

4.3.1

NLO effects

Again in view of the jet veto selection, the pT spectrum of the WW system
W
(pW
) represents a critical quantity for this analysis. As for the signal, as soon
T
W
as pW
exceeds the scale at which the soft gluon resummation is valid, Pythia
T
fails to reproduce the NLO behavior. Moreover since Pythia does not implement
the exact matrix element for q q̄→W W + g, the tail in the upper part of the
W
pW
spectrum is largely underestimated. This is confirmed by the plot in fig.
T
W
4.14 which compares the Pythia and MC@NLO predictions for pW
.
T
WW
As for the signal, a pT -dependent reweighting factor has been used to
reproduce the NLO distribution. As it can be argued from the zoom in fig.
4.14, the reweighting function reaches very high values (& 200) for the upper
W
part of the pW
spectrum.
T
On the contrary to the signal case (compare the argument at the end of paragraph 4.2.3), the QCD NLO contributions may change the angular correlation
of the final state leptons. This is indeed what happens as the plots in fig. 4.15
show. The NLO distribution of ∆φ is flatter with respect to the leading order
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W
Figure 4.14: q q̄→W W →2l2ν differential cross section as a function of pW
T
as predicted by Pythia (LO) and by MC@NLO.

one. In analogy with the case of the signal, this is not caused by the harder
W
W
pW
spectrum, since the pW
-dependent reweighting does not affect much the
T
T
∆φ distribution (check right plot in fig. 4.15). The reason for this difference can
instead be explained by the possibility at NLO to have different initial states
(e.g. qg) with different spin properties. This hypothesis is somehow proved by
the ∆φ shape of events with only q q̄ initial state [51][52].

Figure 4.15: Left: ∆φ shape as predicted by Pythia (green) and MC@NLO
(purple). The contours represent the rinormalization and factorization scale
uncertainty. The crosses represent only the q q̄→W W contribution to the inclusive pp→W W . Right: ∆φ as predicted by various Monte Carlo. In particular
notice the similarity between the Pythia result with (blue triangle) and without
W
(blue triangles) applying the pW
-dependent reweighting factor.
T
This NLO effect cannot be included in our Pythia WW sample and will have
to be treated as a source of systematic error, keeping in mind that it tends to
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let us underestimate the WW background contribution.

4.3.2

Gluon-induced WW production

Recent developments [53] have led to a Monte Carlo able to simulated the O(αs2 )
process gg→W W , i.e. the WW production through a quark loop induced by
the scattering of two gluons (fig. 4.16).
µ−
g
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µ−

g
γ/Z

ν̄µ

W−
ν̄µ
νµ

νµ
g

W+

W+

g
µ+

µ+

Figure 4.16: Feynman diagram for gg→W W →µ− µ+ ν ν̄.

Even though it accounts only for an increasing of the 4% to the inclusive
WW production cross section at NLO, the leptons distributions look much more
similar to the signal ones. At the end of the signal selections it will be shown
(see section 5.1.6) that the background events from gg→W W will contribute
as much as the 25% of q q̄→W W .
The similarity to the signal come first of all from the identical initial state5 ;
as a consequence the leptons are emitted rather centrally. Moreover they also
result to have a similar angular correlation in the transverse plan as in the case
of the signal. The latter feature can be observed by comparing the ∆φ shape
in the plot of fig. 4.17 with the signal and WW background distribution in fig.
4.5.
Although being a NNLO process, gg→W W presents the LO feature of havW
ing pW
= 0. The corresponding event sample has been produced with a
T
matrix element Monte Carlo (GGWW) and then interfaced to Pythia for the
parton shower (compare Table 4.4). As demonstrated by the plots in fig. 4.18,
the effect of the additional jet activity does not influence the kinematics of the
leptons.
5

actually the signal diagram gg→h→W W should be accounted to those contributing to
inclusive gg→W W .

1/N*(dσ/dN)
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Figure 4.17: Normalized ∆φ distribution for gg→W W →µ− µ+ ν ν̄ events.

Figure 4.18: Comparison of leading lepton pT spectrum (left) and ∆φ (right)
for gg→W W events simulated with and without the parton shower.

4.4

Top background

At the LHC,the production cross section for processes involving the top quark,
either in the single and the double resonant mode, is foreseen to exceed 1 nb
(respectively ∼ 0.3 nb for single top and ∼ 0.8 nb for tt̄). At the designed
instantaneous luminosity of 1034 cm−2 s−1 , averagely more than 10 events containing top per second are expected. In this sense the LHC will be a top factory.
Even though this will be a great change to study with no statistical limitation
the properties of the most peculiar particle discovered so far, on the other hand
given the variety and the high energy spectrum of its final states cause the top
events to play the role of backgrounds for many Higgs and new physics signals.
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In the case of h→W W →2µ2ν, the top muonic decays are clearly concerned.
The most efficient way to reduce this contribution is to apply a veto on the jets
which usually accompany the muons in top events. As for whatever high rate
background, the rejection factor that needs to be reached is very high and deals
with a narrow phase space filled with the tails of the events’ distributions. To
achieve the requested experimental and theoretical precision is therefore not an
easy task.

4.4.1

tt̄production

As done before either for the signal and for the non resonant W-pair production,
a comparison between different Monte Carlo programs is performed to check for
systematic effects in the simulation and to estimate the accuracy of the latter.
The comparisons are done applying preselections for the leptons identification
[54]. In same cases, a veto is applied on the jets reconstructed at parton level.
NLO effects
To estimate the effect of an accurate inclusion of NLO matrix elements, HERWIG 6.508 [57] (LO, parton shower Monte Carlo) and MC@NLO 2.31 are compared. The spin correlations between t and t̄ are not considered in MC@NLO.
HERWIG events were therefore consistently simulated without such correlation.
As the same showering model is used, the difference between the two simulations
is mostly due to the additional NLO matrix elements in MC@NLO.

Figure 4.19: Left: jet multiplicity. Center: leading jet ET . Right: transverse
momentum of the tt̄ system
In Figure 4.19, from left to right, the number of jets, the ET of the leading
jet and the pT of the tt̄ system are shown6 . MC@NLO produces in addition to
the hard process up to one hard jet whose spectrum is accurate at NLO. Most
6

this variable gives an estimation of the spectrum of the additional jets to the hard process
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of the jet activity in the events is however dominated by the two b-quarks from
the two top quarks decay. None of the three distributions shows indeed relevant
differences between the NLO and LO. Typical NLO effects can be noticed in the
higher part of the spectrum either in the leading jet ET distribution and in the
W
tt̄ system transverse momentum (analog to the upper part of pW
spectrum for
T
q q̄→W W , fig. 4.14). Nevertheless the region relevant for the signal selection
is the very low pT region, where HERWIG and MC@NLO agree very well.
In addition, the shapes of all the other relevant variables are very similar in
MC@NLO and HERWIG without spin correlations [55]. Since the region where
NLO makes a difference is at very high pT , whereas the bulk of the selected
events is in the low pT region, it is safe to neglect the small NLO effects and
simply rescale the LO cross section by an inclusive factor.
Effect of showering models
The application of a jet veto is particularly sensible also to the showering model,
i.e. the schema the shower Monte Carlo programs adopt to develop the initial
and final state radiation. It is then interesting to check how different showering models influences the variable shapes and selection efficiencies. For this,
Pythia based on the Lund model and HERWIG based on the cluster model are
compared7 .

Figure 4.20: Left: jet multiplicity. Center: tt̄ system pT . Right: pT of the
most energetic lepton after the jet veto
The left and central plots of Figure 4.20 shows respectively the number of
jets and the pT of the tt̄ system. The two showering models differ remarkably
in both distributions, the Lund model predicting less and softer extra jets. The
effect of these discrepancies in the jet veto efficiencies is sizable, i.e.about 20%.
7

PYTHIA does not take into account the top polarization along its decay, then in order
to consistently study only the differences caused by the showering model, HERWIG with
disabled spin correlations has been used
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The shapes of the relevant leptons’ kinematics distributions in the signal region
are though very similar for the two Monte Carlo’s. This can be seen from the
right plot of of Figure 4.20, showing the pT spectrum of the most energetic
lepton after applying the jet veto. It must be said that, in the same way it has
been done for instance at the Tevatron, [56] the tuning of the showering model
will be one of the first activity on the LHC data. The systematic uncertainty
due to that is therefore foreseen to diminish.
Effect of spin correlation between t and t̄

ll

1/N (dN/dφ )

ll

1/N (dN/dφ )

It has already been shown how important are the spin correlations to distinguish
signal events from the continuous WW background. It is then worth to check
whether taking into account properly the top polarization influences the leptons’
angular distribution. To do that, Pythia has been compared with TopREX [58].
While the former does not consider the top spin along its decay, the latter is a
matrix element based Monte Carlo describing exactly 2→6 processes with LO
precision.
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Figure 4.21: ∆φ distribution for TopREX events with and without spin correlations is shown, as well as PYTHIA. On the left, only very basic cuts are
applied [54], whereas on the right a jet veto is applied in addition.
As it can be seen from the left plot in fig. 4.21, the ∆φ shapes predicted by
the two Monte Carlo’s present a non negligible difference. Quantitatively, the
variation of the efficiency for a ∆φ < 0.4 cut (i.e. the same it will be applied
in the final analysis, see 5.1.5) between the PYTHIA and TopREX is ∼ 10%.
As it can be seen from the right plot of fig. 4.21, in the signal region, i.e. after
applying the jet veto, the difference between the two distributions, even if still
present, tends to decrease.
The tt̄ Monte Carlo sample we use in the analysis has been generated by
Pythia, forcing the decay into two muons to which detector acceptance cuts
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(|η| < 2.5) and kinematical preselections (pT1,2 > 20, 10 GeV) have been applied
. The NLO cross section (obtained by applying the opportune constant K-factor
to the Pythia prediction) and sample statistics are listed in table 4.4. Following the results of the previous comparisons, this sample carries a systematic
uncertainty due to the shower model and a slightly distorted ∆φ shape. When
discussing the normalization from the data in section 5.2.1 both of these effects
will be shown to be negligible.

4.4.2

t-channel single top production

The LHC will offer the chance to study the top produced alone without its antiparticle. The single top production mechanisms are depicted in fig. 4.22. The
largest cross section (∼ 240 pb) corresponds to diagram (a), whereas diagram
(b) is suppressed by a factor ∼ 20. Given the associate production of a W boson, the most dangerous process for our signal among the tree is the t-channel,
diagram (c).
q0
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b̄

W−

b

t
t

b̄
(a)

(b)

t
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Figure 4.22: Examples of Feynman graphs single top production
Although the W t mode of the single top production has an estimated cross
section one order of magnitude smaller than the tt̄ production, the application
of the jet veto enhances the contribution of the former with respect to the
latter’s. Considering also that the single top process has never been measured
at the Tevatron, it is important to pursuit a NLO description of this process
that allows a precise estimation of its features and its total cross section.
Looking at the diagrams in fig. 4.23, in principle one could think to use the
single and double resonant processes together i.e.to consider pp → W bW b which
is naturally gauge invariant and describes correctly all the interference terms.
Nevertheless the NLO corrections are not available for such a process and in
particular it is not known how to deal with the arising large logarithms of the
form log((mt + mW )/mb ). It is therefore preferable to keep the two processes
separate and to view the singly resonant process as one in which a b quark is
probed directly inside the proton [59].
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Figure 4.23: Examples of Feynman graphs for single (left) and double (right)
top production
However, while trying to compute the cross section for t-channel single top
production at NLO, it is immediate to figure out that the doubly resonant LO
diagram (on the right in fig. 4.23) contributes as NLO real correction. To
avoid double counting this process has to be eliminated from the calculation in
a consistent and gauge invariant way. A solution to that has been provided by
Campbell and Tramontano in Ref. [60] where they suggest to define a specific
W t final state by imposing a veto on the presence of an extra b quark. In
this schema, also called ”b-PDF approach”, the pT threshold for the spectator
b-quark (coming from an initial gluon splitting) is set at the same value of the
factorization scale used for the PDF (µf ). In this way, the large logs log((mt +
mW )/mb ) are resummed in the b-PDF and, being usually µf smaller then the
energy of the b from top decay (Eb & 70 GeV) only one resonant top is allowed
to be there. This approach perfectly fits with the case of the W t background
for the h → W + W − → µ+ νµ− ν̄ searches where a global jet veto is applied.
In table. 4.4.2 the efficiencies for W t events for the signal muons selections
have been compared between LO plus parton shower (TopREX+PYTHIA) and
NLO (MCFM [62]) descriptions, showing an overall agreement.
After matching the veto threshold on the b-quark with the threshold for the
jet veto, it is therefore possible to consistently use the overall normalization
provided by the NLO calculation for the cross section in the signal phase space
area. The ratio between the LO and NLO cross section goes from 1.4 before
the application of the cuts, to 0.7 after the selection. This is consistent with
the fact that NLO calculations enhances the jet activity thus reducing the jet
veto efficiency.
To simulate t−channel single top the previous recipe has been followed:
TopREX was used to generate the hard process and was interfaced to Pythia for
the parton shower. Either the top and the W were forced to decay leptonically,
but no requests have been set for the leptons’ flavor and no preselections have
been applied.
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MCFM
LO
Selection cuts
No cuts
2 lep, |η| < 2, pT > 20 GeV
Emiss
> 40
T
∆φ < 45
5 GeV < mµµ < 40 GeV
Partonic jet veto, 40 GeV
30 GeV< pµT max <55 GeV
pµT min >25 GeV

σ × BR
(fb)
271
204
148
20.8
10.6
1.55
1.08
0.73

rel. eff

0.75±0.002
0.73±0.002
0.14±0.002
0.51±0.01
0.15±0.01
0.70±0.03
0.68±0.04

NLO
σ × BR
rel. eff
(fb)
377
277
0.73±0.002
209
0.75±0.003
34.4
0.16±0.002
15.6
0.45±0.008
1.12
0.07±0.006
0.73
0.65±0.05
0.49
0.67±0.05

TopREX
LO
rel. eff

0.75±0.001
0.17±0.001
0.50±0.005
0.16±0.005
0.63±0.02
0.67±0.02

Table 4.3: Higgs selection cut efficiencies for the Wt process at LO and NLO
simulated with MCFM (parton level) and TopREX (LO and parton shower).
Here a veto is applied to the pT of the generated b and is set at 40 GeV.

4.5

Electroweak and high rate backgrounds

Despite the relatively high σ·BR, the h → W + W − → µ+ νµ− ν̄ channel suffers the presence of many possible backgrounds; the processes with at least two
muons are indeed numerous at the LHC. As we saw already for the tt̄, fortunately some of them have the muons accompanied by other objects which can
be eventually vetoed. In general it will be shown that the signal characteristics
are exclusive enough to define a phase space region where the signal itself is
dominant.

4.5.1

Vector boson pair background

In addition to the W-pair production already discussed before, the W Z→2µ +
l + ν and ZZ→2µ + 2ν constitute possible backgrounds too. They both have a
probability ∼ 10 times smaller than WW and both can be reduced because of
the different final state topology and kinematics.
In the case of WZ, when both muons come from the Z, the W is free to decay
to whatever; these kind of events can be rejected excluding the Z invariant mass
peak and vetoing the decay products of the W. The only allowed topology would
be represented by that in which both Z and W decay into muons and one muon
from the Z gets lost outside the detector acceptance. As one can guess this does
not happen often enough to seriously threaten the signal.
Concerning the Z-pair production decaying into muons and neutrinos, the
final state is the same as the signal (it is not possible to count the neutrinos of
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course..) but still the invariant mass cut is essential to reject this background.
Moreover, the muons from a Z (for small boost of the latter) are emitted back
to back.
Either WZ and ZZ were simulated with Pythia and the relative cross section
rescaled to the one computed by MCFM at NLO accuracy (compare table 4.4).
In both cases each vector boson was forced to decay leptonically with no request
on the lepton flavor and no kinematical cut.

4.5.2

Drell Yan

During the low luminosity phase ∼ 4 Drell Yan muons will be produced per
second. Thus, even if Drell Yan do not have neutrinos in the final state, it
must be included in the list of the possible backgrounds. In fact because of
the limited resolution of the CMS hadronic calorimeter, the Emiss
distribution
t
could have long tails even for neutrinos-less final states. We will focus on this
particular issue in paragraph 5.1.4.
An high rejection could be achieved by requiring the muons invariant mass
to be far from the Z peak. The off-shell contribution at small masses is however
not negligible. As already commented for the WZ case, the ∆φ distribution
peaks at π reaching small values only when the Z is heavily boosted in the
transverse plane (pZT  mZ ), which could happen only if there is a recoiling
hard jet. Events of these kinds should be rejected by the jet veto.
Although representing only the 3% of the total, the decay chain
∗
γ /Z→2τ →2µ + ETmiss could be potentially dangerous for the signal due to
the presence of four neutrinos in the final state. However each couple of neutrinos is emitted in the direction of the parent τ which is heavily boosted. The
vectorial sum is then much smaller than the case of the signal where (still thanks
to the spin correlation) the neutrinos tend to be produced close to each other.
This is shown by the Emiss
plot in fig. 4.24.
t
As far as the simulation is concerned, Pythia was used to produce the high
statistic sample listed in table 4.4. All the γ ∗ /Z interferences are correctly taken
into account and the exact matrix elements for q q̄→Z + g and gq→Z + q are
also included, matching with enough precision the NLO description.
In order to gather statistics, the γ ∗ /Z was forced to decay into a muon pair
and preselections have been applied on the muon transverse momenta (p1T > 20
and p2T > 10), on the muon invariant mass (mµµ > 10, otherwise divergent at LO
for mµµ →0) and on the muon pseudorapidity to match the detector acceptance.

4.5.3

QCD background: bb̄ production

At the LHC, the main source of muons will be QCD processes. Most of these
muons comes from long living hadrons decay (e.g. KL ). These “non-prompt”
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Figure 4.24: Normalized distribution of the vectorial sum of neutrinos transverse momentum for signal and γ ∗ /Z→2τ →2µ + ETmiss events.
muons have very low pT . Higher pT values can be achieved by muons from
bb̄ production, whose cross section is estimated with a large uncertainty (∼
100%) to be around 500µb.
These muons are far from have similar kinematical properties as the signal ones. Indeed they are low pT , with a sizable transverse impact parameter
and highly non isolated. Nonetheless the cross section is so large that distributions tails can have similar probability than signal events. To populate with a
sufficient statistics the relevant tails, tight preselections have to be applied at
generator level. This is the only way to limit to a reasonable amount the size
of the sample to be generated.
Pythia has been used to generate bb̄ events, more precisely requiring bb̄-pair
as the product of the hard interaction (MSEL=5, in the Pythia configuration).
As commented e.g. in [63], this does not include all possible bb̄ production
mechanisms. A cut has been also set on the transverse momentum exchanged
in the hard interaction (p̂T > 30 GeV) in order to enhance the upper part of
the muons pT spectra (in addition, the same preselection cuts as the Drell Yan
sample have been applied on the muons). The total cross section results thus
to be underestimated. To recover the original normalization, a reweighting procedure has been applied during events generation (not a posteriori as done for
the signals and WW background samples); the cross section associated to the
resulting data sample has though a sizable uncertainty. However, as it will be
shown later, a very high rejection is obtained very early along the offline selections list, reducing the dangerousness of this background and of the uncertainty
it carries.
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Table 4.4 summarizes the properties of the Monte Carlo background samples
used for the analysis. Signal samples have been already listed in Table 4.2.3.
Process
qq→W W →2l
gg→W W →2l
tt̄
tW b→2l
ZW →3l
ZZ→2l
γ ∗ /Z→2µ
bb̄→2µ

σ × BR(pb)
11.7
0.54
840
3.4
1.63
1.52
5.31 · 103
710

Generator
Pythia (rew.)
GGWW+Pythia
Pythia
TopRex+Pythia
Pythia
Pythia
Pythia
Pythia

Sample statistics
1.64 · 105
5 · 104
5.48 · 105
1.91 · 105
7.2 · 104
9.9 · 104
2.7 · 106
6.4 · 105

Table 4.4: List of background samples used in the analysis. The associated
total cross sections are computed at NLO accuracy. The qq→W W sample has
W
-dependent factor. gg→W W and tW b→2l have been
been reweighted with a pW
T
first produced with matrix element Monte Carlo’s ad then interfaced to Pythia
for the parton shower step. The last column lists the number of events for each
sample.

All the Monte Carlo samples used in this analysis have been produced in
the context of the so called “Data Challenge 2004” (DC04), the test the CMS
collaboration performed in 2004 about massive production and analysis of simulation data. All those samples have been processed throughout the full CMS
detector simulation. The common features of each production step have been
agreed for the sake of uniformity and consistency of the data. In particular
Pythia has been always used for the parton shower (in addition of course as
matrix element generator for many processes). The PDF set and the Pythia
parameters concerning the multiple interaction and the parton shower are summarized in Ref. [64] A critical discussion about the value and the accuracy of
the latter parameters may be found in Ref. [65] and [66].
The CMS simulation programOSCAR version 3.6.5 [67] based on GEANT4
[68] package for the modelling of the electromagnetic and hadronic interactions
was used for the detector simulation. The details concerning the chosen parameterization of particles interaction with matter may be found in Ref. [24].
Finally, as the h → W + W − → µ+ νµ− ν̄ decay channel is considered one
of the most promising for the Higgs discovery with a relatively low integrated
luminosity, the LHC low luminosity stage (L = 2 × 1033 cm−2 s−1 ) has been
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simulated, i.e. for each event a number of additional proton-proton collisions
(minimum bias) generated according to a Poisson distribution with mean N=2.3
was superimposed to the main hard interaction.
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Chapter 5
h → W +W − → µ+νµ−ν̄ selections
and analysis
While in the previous chapter the theoretical issues concerning the signal and
the relative backgrounds have been treated, in the following the focus is direct
on the analysis strategies and experimental aspects related to CMS.
The observables which the signal selections are based on are described, giving
some detailed about the related reconstruction performances. The optimization
of the cuts is then discussed and the statistical yield of the analysis is reported.
Finally the theoretical and experimental systematics are treated, stressing in
particular the issue of the evaluation of the background components from the
data.

5.1

Events selection

Although more powerful techniques could improve the signal identification over
the backgrounds, this study exploits a more naive approach based on cutting
on the most discriminating variables. This was done with the purpose to keep
separately under control the various sources of systematics, either experimental
and theoretical.
The fully simulated data samples listed in table 4.4 have been processed
by the CMS reconstruction code at the status of the art of January 2005, i.e.
ORCA version 8.7.3 [70]. Along the description of the offline selections, the
reconstruction of the involved objects will be discussed.

5.1.1

Trigger

The first selection the signal events have to pass is the one performed online by
the CMS trigger system. An overview of the L1 and HLT architectures has been
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given in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. The trigger table used is the one proposed
in the CMS HLT and DAQ TDR for the low luminosity phase of LHC. The
corresponding muon selections are summarized in table 5.1.1.

L1
HLT

single muon
|η| < 2.1
pT > 14 GeV
isolation at 97%
pT > 19 GeV

di-muon
|η| < 2.1
pT > 4 GeV
isolation at 97% (OR)
|z1I.P. − z2I.P. | < 0.2 cm
pT > 7 GeV

Table 5.1: Summary of single and di-muon L1 and HLT requirements. The
|η| cut at L1 is to match the initial CSC L1 trigger electronics coverage. The
isolation percentage is defined as the efficiency for W →µν events: 97% repreI.P.
is the extrapolated muon vertex
senting in this case the lower threshold. z1,2
coordinate along the beam axis: muons are thus required to come from the same
primary vertex.
An unpleasant feature is present in the code implementing the HLT isolation
selection. To be isolated, a muon is indeed required to have no energetic tracks
in a cone around its direction and no distinction is done if two muon candidates
are inside the cone of each other1 . This can be potentially dangerous for signal
events in the preferred configuration (i.e. nearby in the space). Nevertheless
the size of the cone is small enough not to influence the offline selection result.
As no preselections have been applied at generator level, the efficiencies
for the signals samples are very low (compare table 5.5). However the trigger
efficiency for events with muons in the detector acceptance (i.e. with |η| < 2.4
and pT > 4 GeV) is close to one as shown in table 5.1.1 which reports the results
for mH =165. Similar numbers are obtained for the other masses.
The signal should naturally fit into the HLT di-muon stream. For the sake of
completeness and to recover eventual losses in efficiency due to coarser resolution
of the HLT reconstruction (specifically the first step, the so called L2, performed
with the muon spectrometer alone), the starting point for the offline analysis
will be events satisfying the OR of single and di-muon HLT selections2 .
Given the high efficiency for the signal and considering also that the
requirements imposed offline on the muons are much tighter than the online ones, it can be conclude that the trigger is not a critical issue for the
h → W + W − → µ+ νµ− ν̄ Higgs discovery mode.
The plot in fig. 5.1 represents the di-muon invariant mass distribution of
1
2

Clearly this “bug” has been solved in a more recent version of the HLT code
Needless to specify that L1 provides an event to the HLT regardless the stream which gave
the trigger and in the same fashion has to behave the simulation.
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L1

HLT
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single muon
di-muon
muon stream
single muon
di-muon
muon stream

2µ
80.8
63.4
82.7
76.4
60.4
79.3

2 µ in acceptance
96.4
94.4
98.9
92.8
94.4
97

Table 5.2: Trigger efficiency for the signal sample with mH =165 GeV. The
first column represent the efficiencies for events with at least two muons, whereas
the second the efficiencies for events with two muons detectable by CMS. HLT
efficiencies are defined with respect to the events passing L1. By “muon stream”
it is meant the OR of the single and di-muon selections results.
the events passing the online selection that go into the muon (i.e. single OR
di-muon) stream. The contribution of each process is weighted accordingly to
the expected rate at L = 2 × 1033 cm−2 s−1 . As it can be seen, Drell Yan and
bb̄ event dominate and the signal is overwhelmed by many order of magnitudes.

Figure 5.1: Di-muon invariant mass distributions for signal and the main
backgrounds in units of expected rate at L = 2 × 1033 cm−2 s−1 after the HLT
selection.

5.1.2

Muons selections

The first step of the offline analysis is to select among the data written out by
the HLT, events with exactly two isolated opposite charge muons pointing to
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the primary interaction vertex. This set of cuts are mainly devoted to remove
events with muons from b quarks.
It is important to stress that dealing with high pT muons does not require any
sophisticated muon identification procedure. To identify a muon, it is indeed
enough to have a valid track in the muon system which is always the case for
muons with pT & 10. The chances to have another kind of particle passing
all the muon chambers, then misidentified as a muon, are negligible ( 10−5 ,
compare Ref. [71]).
Muons charge and multiplicity
In the pT range interesting for this analysis i.e. not larger than ∼ 60 GeV the
charge mis-assignment probability is small, ∼ 10−3 . The loss of signal events is
therefore negligible and no further dangerous background can be introduced by
mismatching the charge.
The request of exactly 2 muons and no other reconstructed leptons is important to reduce spurious backgrounds. For instance, if this selection is loose,
i.e. by requiring “at least 2 muons”, the efficiency for WZ events grows as much
as 30%.
Muon impact parameter
The extremely small beam emittance at the interaction point (σT ∼ 15µm)
and the high resolution of the pixel detector, allow to precisely distinguish
muon not pointing to the primary vertex. The discriminant variable used is
the significance of the transverse impact parameter (σIP ), i.e. the transverse
distance from the vertex weighted by the inverse of its error. The plots is fig.
5.2 shows the σIP distribution for the signal, bb̄ , tt̄ and Drell Yan.
Muons from b quarks have much higher σIP . This is evident in bb̄ events but
also in tt̄, when one muon (more often the second in pT ) comes not from a W
but from a b. The non Gaussian tails in the signal and Drell Yan distributions
are due to muons from τ decays as proved by the plot in fig. 5.3 where the σIP
value of muons from DY and τ are compared. The longer tails of the signal are
explained by the higher component of muons from τ in the sample.
In the analysis both muons will be required to have σIP smaller than 3.
Muon isolation
The isolation of a muon is computed considering the amount of energy inside
a cone around its trajectory. This can be done either in the tracker and in the
calorimeters. More specifically 4 parameters are involved: the
Pcone sizes in the
tracker and in the calorimeters, the threshold on total pT ( ∆R pT ) obtained
summing over all the charged tracks in the tracker cone (but of course the
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Figure 5.2: σIP distribution for signal, bb̄ , tt̄ and Drell Yan. On the left for
the leading pT muon, on the right for the second muon.

Figure 5.3: Comparison of σIP distribution for prompt muons from γ ∗ /Z and
from the decay of intermediate τ ’s.
muon track itself) andP
threshold on the total ET of the energy deposits inside
the calorimeter
∆φ and ∆η
p cone ( ∆R ET ). The cone is defined in terms of P
2
2
as ∆R = ∆η + ∆φ . A muon is considered isolated if both P∆R pT and
P
P∆R ET are below the relative threshold. The plots in fig. shows ∆R pT and
∆R ET with ∆Rtracker = 0.25 and ∆Rcalo = 0.3 for the two muons for the
signal, bb̄ and tt̄ backgrounds .
An optimization study was performed to determine the combination of the
four isolation parameters3 which gives the best signal over background ra3

The two muons from the signal have the same kinematics properties then there is no need
to define different isolation cuts for the two.
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Figure 5.4:
Distribution of
∆R ET (right) with
∆R pT (left) and
∆Rtracker = 0.25 and ∆Rcalo = 0.3 for the highest pT muon (top) and the second
muon (bottom). Results are shown for the signal, bb̄ and tt̄ backgrounds.
tio. The bb̄ sample has been taken as reference background process, whereas
mH =165 has been chosen as reference Higgs mass.
A squared grid of 16 points in the ∆Rtracker ×∆Rcalo plane was defined, with
a range 0.25 < ∆Rtracker,calo < 0.4 and a step of 0.05. In each point the efficiency
for signal events was required to be of 85%. With two free parameters, i.e. the
energy and the pT thresholds (ETmax and pmax
), several solutions are possible.
T
A reasonable choice is to give the same weight to the tracker and calorimeter
isolation cuts. Table 5.3 shows the mean and the r.m.s. values of the pT and
ET deposit for the signal dataset within different cones.
For each set of isolation cones (∆RT racker ,∆RCalo ) The ET and PT thresholds
for each point of the ∆Rtracker × ∆Rcalo grid were chosen as follows:
ETmax =< ET > +x · σ(ET ) PTmax =< PT > +x · σ(PT )

(5.1)

where the parameter x was tuned to achieve the required 85% efficiency for
the signal. Fig. 5.5 shows the resulting background selection efficiency.
The combination that yields to the best result is:
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∆R = 0.25
∆R = 0.3
∆R = 0.35
∆R = 0.4
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Mean(PT ) (GeV)
Tracker
0.23
0.34
0.49
0.64

σ(PT ) (GeV)
Tracker
1.0
1.3
1.6
1.9

Mean(ET ) (GeV)
Calo
1.2
1.6
2.0
2.6

σ(ET ) (GeV)
Calo
1.5
1.7
2.0
2.2

Bkg eff.(%)

Table 5.3: Energy deposits mean values and sigma for the signal within different cones.
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Figure 5.5: bb̄ background efficiencies for the 16 combinations of cones considered for the muon isolation selection cut.

∆Rtracker = 0.25

PT < 2.0 GeV

∆Rcalo = 0.3 ET < 4.7 GeV

(5.2)

corresponding to x = 1.8.
It is interesting to compare the impact of the isolation cut on the signal
and on the WW background which in principle should behave in the same
way. However the different initial states produce different effects concerning
the charged tracks’ multiplicity and total momentum. As it can be seen in
table 5.4 both quantities are larger for the signal, leading to a slightly smaller
efficiency.

5.1.3

Jet reconstruction and the jet veto

The jet veto is the most critical issue of the h→W W analysis. The initially
overwhelming tt̄ background is expected to be almost completely removed by
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5.

P

Tracks multiplicity
16.5
12.1

signal (mH =165)
WW

pT [GeV]
53
40

Efficiency (%)
85
88.3

Table 5.4: Comparison of isolation related variables between the signal and
the WW background.
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this cut. However, a high rejection factor usually carries big uncertainties.
The difficulties arise from the fact that to perform an efficient rejection, the
jet energy threshold has to be pushed as low as possible. Dealing with low
energy jets is a tough task either because of the poor HCAL energy resolution
and because the 4 Tesla solenoid prevents low momentum tracks belonging to
the jet even to reach the calorimeter. Moreover, in addition to the products of
the hard scattering, many charged and neutral particles are produced by the
multiple interaction or by the other piled-up p − p interactions. Therefore at
small energies the jets fake rate may not be negligible.
Intuitively the signal and tt̄ background, present extremely clear differences
concerning the jet activity. This is confirmed by the plots in fig. 5.6 which
shows the distributions of the leading jet in the ET − η plane for events with
two muons in the final state. Here the jets are reconstructed at generator level,
without detector simulation.
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Figure 5.6: Leading jet distribution in the ET − η plane for the signal (left)
and the tt̄ background (right).
Before studying the jet reconstruction at CMS, it is interesting to check the
effects of the signal reweighting procedure that was treated in section 4.2.3.
This was introduced to reproduce the NLO shape of the phT spectrum, but the
main purpose is to describe with NLO accuracy the signal jets activity. The
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1/N*(dσ/dN)

1/N*(dσ/dN)

impact is indeed evident as proved by the plots in fig. 5.7: the average number
of jets with ET > 15 and |η| < 3 per event increases from 0.9 to 1.5 (left plot)
and also the jet ET spectrum grows considerably (right plot).
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Figure 5.7: Left: Average number of jets with ET > 15 and |η| < 3 per event.
Right: jet ET spectrum
Many algorithms for jets reconstruction are implemented in ORCA, each
presenting different features and yielding different results. Since a veto has to be
applied and no precise energy resolution is required, reconstruction algorithms
exploiting jet calibration procedure have been excluded a priori4 The choice of
the most suitable algorithm was restricted to the ones based on a iterative cone
procedure whose implementation in the reconstruction code demonstrated to
be the most robust. The algorithm starts considering jet seeds, i.e. the most
energetic calorimeter (ECAL plus HCAL) towers, then it tries to form proto-jets
by looking for energy deposits above a certain ET threshold in a cone of given
size around the direction of each seed. The values chosen for the algorithm
were ∆R = 0.5 for the cone, ETseed = 1 GeV as the minimum transverse energy
for the jet seed and ETtower = 0.5 GeV as the minimum ET for a calorimeter
tower to be included in the jet. In order to reduce the noise contribution in the
|η| ∼ 0 region, a lower threshold has been set also on the total energy of the
calorimeter towers.
As can be noticed from the left plot in fig. 5.8 the tt̄ jets are more central
than the signal ones, the former being produced by the hard interaction, the
latter coming from initial state radiation. It is therefore reasonable to restrict
the veto region up to |η| = 2.5. Actually a stronger constraint to this limit
comes from a bug in the reconstruction code which exploits a wrong HCAL
4

Moreover at that time, the performances of this class of algorithms were not fully understood.
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Figure 5.8: Left: Comparison of the η distribution of all the jets (reconstructed at parton level) for signal and tt̄ background. Right: η distribution of
reconstructed jet from the signal. The peaks around |η| = 3 are due to a bug in
the HCAL geometry description.
geometry producing a sizable amount of fake jets in the rapidity region around
|η| = 3 (right plot in fig. 5.8).
The ET bound on the veto region has to be chosen carefully. The chances
to get a fake jet are indeed not negligible at low energy. In order to increase
the purity of the jets reconstructed with small ET the tracker information are
exploited. The discriminating parameter, named α, is defined as follows [72]:
α=

X ptrack
T
ETjet
tracks

(5.3)

where the sum is extended to the valid tracks within the jet cone projected
to the tracker. As additional requirements the tracks need to have pT > 2 GeV
and must be originated from the same vertex as the two muons. The higher α
value, the smaller the probability of the reconstructed jet to be fake.
To check this, the efficiency of matching the leading reconstructed jet with
the leading Monte Carlo jet (i.e. reconstructed without detector simulation) is
computed for tt̄ events. The α distributions for matched and unmatched jets
with ET < 20 GeV are shown in the left plot of fig. 5.9: most of the jets with
α & 0.2 are matched. The right plot of fig. 5.9 shows the leading jet matching
efficiency as a function of the reconstructed ET . Indeed the rate of fake jets is
sizably reduced if the reconstructed jets are required to have α > 0.2.
To summarize, an event is rejected if it has at least on reconstructed jet with
|η| < 2.5 and ET > 15 with the condition that in the range 15 < ET < 20, α
must exceed 0.2.
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Figure 5.9: Left: α distribution for matched and unmatched jet with ET < 20
Right: Leading jet matching efficiency as a function of the reconstructed ET .

5.1.4

Missing Energy reconstruction and the Emiss
cut
t

cut is needed to efficiently reject Drell Yan muons. The (missing)
A tight Emiss
t
energy scale considered here is however far from the characteristic range of
e.g. SUSY cascades or more generically to the signature left by dark matter
candidates. Although the HCAL reaches |η| ∼ 5, i.e. θ ∼ 0.02, some of the
high energetic fragments of the interacting protons can escape down the beam
pipe. In addition, the energy resolution of the calorimeter is not optimal for
low energy deposits (as it is the case when a jet veto is applied).
The choice of the reconstruction algorithm has been done taking as reference
the Drell Yan events passing the jet veto. In fig. 5.10 various options are
obtained at parton level for Drell Yan events5 . The best
compared to the Emiss
t
result is provided by the vectorial sum of the ECAL and HCAL tower raw
energies and the muon pT .
The response of the chosen reconstruction algorithm for signal events is
summarized by the plots in fig. 5.11. The plot on the left shows the energy
resolution which is as good as ∼ 25%. The not perfect hermeticity of the
detector causes an overestimation of ∼ 5% of the neutrinos system transverse
momentum in the whole spectrum.
As shown by the small plot on the right top, for small pT of the neutrinos
system , pνT . 20 GeV, the resolution decreases considerably, till exceeding
100%. This accounts for the long tail on the right of the 1-D plot. 20 GeV can
thus be taken as the lower limit of the CMS sensitivity on missing transverse
energy. The resolution in the direction is ∼ 0.6 rad (right plot in fig. 5.11).
5

In the case of no neutrinos, at parton level the Emiss
is computed by the vectorial sum of
t
the transverse momentum of the particles produced outside the detector acceptance
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reconstruction algorithms. The best result is given by the vectorial sum of ECAL
and HCAL tower raw energies and muons pT .
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t
t
The plot in fig. 5.10 demonstrates that some DY events can be measured to
have large Emiss
values, comparable with those of the signal. The Monte Carlo
t
and the detector simulation cannot predict with enough accuracy which is the
fraction of DY events above a certain high Emiss
threshold. This information
t
has therefore to be estimated directly from the data. A clean set of Z→µ+ µ−
events can be obtained by simply applying a cut on the di-muon invariant mass.
By means of this control sample we argue to predict the Emiss
distribution of the
t
∗
∗
whole γ /Z mass spectrum.
The results of the exercise done on simulated data are shown in the plots of
fig. 5.12. The right plot shows the Emiss
distribution corresponding to the events
t
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in the Z mass window (black area) drawn in the left plot. The signal (mH =165)
distribution (black area on the right) is added as comparison. The signal and
DY background are both scaled to an integrated luminosity of L = 10f b−1 .
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Figure 5.12: Reconstructed di-muon invariant mass for Drell-Yan events
(left); Emiss
distributions for Drell-Yan events in the mZ window and for signal
t
events scaled at L = 10f b−1 (right).
threshold of 47 GeV is 4σ over the mean value for the background
A Emiss
t
and 1.5σ under the mean value for the signal. The threshold used in the analysis
is 50 GeV.

5.1.5

Optimization of kinematic selections

The kinematics properties of the signal muons have been described and compared with the backgrounds throughout the previous sections of this chapter.
The plots of figures 5.13 and 5.14 give an overview of the differences between
signal and backgrounds in the muons pT and invariant mass shapes.
With the goal of maximize the sensitivity of the analysis, the thresholds of
some muons observables have been optimized to provide the best signal significance.
In addition to the muons selections discussed in section 5.1.2 (i.e. number
and charge, impact parameter significance and isolation), a set of preselection
cuts have been chosen:
1. |ηµ1 | , |ηµ2 | < 2.0;
2. mµµ > 12 GeV ;
3. pT (µmax ) < 55 GeV ;
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of muon pT distributions of the signal (mH =165
GeV), and the main backgrounds (left: maximum pT muon; right: least
pT muon).
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Figure 5.14: Reconstructed di-muon invariant mass distribution as a function
of the leading muon pT for the signal (left) and the Drell Yan (right).
4. ∆φ < 0.8.
The first cut is justified by the difference of the signal and WW background
in the muons pseudorapidity (section 4.2.1). The lower bound on mµµ is there to
get rid of the eventual contribution of dimuonic decays of b mesons whereas the
upper threshold on the leading muon pT reduces the background from boosted
W’s like in the top decay (compare plot in fig . 5.14). The opening angle between
the muon in the transverse plane, ∆φ, is the main discriminating variable to look
for an eventual event excess due to the SM Higgs, therefore it is left out from
the optimization and fixed to the value which will be used for the evaluation of
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the final results (0.8 rad).
The variables chosen for the optimization were the transverse momenta of
the muons and their invariant mass. Initially, the most favorable case, i.e.
mH =165, has been chosen as reference Higgs sample. As for the muon isolation
previously discussed, a grid of points has been used. The grid nodes were defined
by the cut thresholds:
• pT (µmax ) > 25, 30, 35, 40 GeV
• pT (µmin ) > 15, 20, 25, 30 GeV
• mµµ < 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60 GeV
where pT (µmax ) is the pT of the highest pT muon and pT (µmin ) the transverse
momentum of the other muon.
The most suitable set of cuts was identified by the node of the grid providing
the best significance in terms of the ScP estimator i.e. the probability from
Poisson distribution with mean nb (number of background events) to observe
equal or greater than nb +ns events (with ns number of signal events), converted
to equivalent number of standard deviations of a Gaussian distribution ([73]).
The number of signal and background events was computed from the corresponding NLO cross section (table 4.4). A correction proportional to the
systematic uncertainty must be added to the number of background events,
nb →nb (1 + δb ). In order to take into account the dependency from the integrated luminosity and the assumed background systematic, two scenarios for
the integrated luminosity and for the systematic error δb were considered for
the kinematics cut optimization:
L = 1f b−1 ,

L = 2f b−1 ;

δb = 10%,

δb = 15%

(5.4)

where the systematic errors are of the same order of magnitude of the estimation that will be given in section 5.2.
Fig. 5.15 shows, as an example, the significance expected as a function of
pT (µmax ) and pT (µmin ) thresholds for two different values of the di-muon invariant mass cut (respectively mµµ < 40, 50 GeV) , for the case of an integrated
luminosity L = 1f b−1 and an overall 10% systematic error.
The set of cuts which maximizes ScP in the scenario with mH =165 is:
pT (µmax ) > 35 GeV

pT (µmin ) > 25 GeV

mµµ < 50 GeV

(5.5)

providing a significance ∼ 3.0 for L = 1f b−1 and an assumed δb = 10% The
same thresholds optimize the signal significance also in the other luminosity and
systematics conditions considered.
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Figure 5.15: Significance as a function of the pT cuts for mµµ < 40 GeV (left)
and for mµµ < 50 GeV (right) with L = 1f b−1 and syst. err. = 10%

5.1.6

Selections results

For the sake of clearness let’s summarize the selections which will be applied
to the signal and background data-samples for the case of mH =165, resulting
from the studies discussed in the previous sections:
1. trigger (L1+HLT)
2. exactly 2 muons with opposite charge
3. isolation
4. σIP < 3
5. |ηµ | < 2
6. jet veto
7. ETmiss > 50
8. 35 < pT (µmax ) < 55 GeV; pT (µmin ) > 25 GeV
9. 12 < mµµ < 50 GeV
10. ∆φ < 0.8
The expected number of events for a luminosity of 1 f b−1 are given in
Tab. 5.5 and 5.6 for the signal samples, and in Tab. 5.7 and 5.8 for the backgrounds.
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σ × BR[f b]
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
tot

signal
mH = 130 GeV
1043
527
94
78
62
59
39
16
2.0
1.3
0.71 ± 0.19
(0.07 ± 0.02)%

111
signal
mH = 140 GeV
1539
829
137
116
91
87
55
26
5.7
3.3
1.8 ± 0.4
(0.12 ± 0.03)%

signal
mH = 150 GeV
2016
1283
195
162
124
119
74
38
11
7.7
5.3 ± 0.8
(0.26 ± 0.04)%

signal
mH = 160 GeV
2236
1376
219
185
142
136
87
55
25
19
13.0 ± 0.7
(0.58 ± 0.04)%

Table 5.5: The expected number of events for a luminosity of 1f b−1 for the
signal with Higgs masses between 130 and 160 GeV.

σ × BR[f b]
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
tot

signal
mH = 165GeV
2329
1445
232
194
151
145
88
59
29
22
14.7 ± 0.8
(0.64 ± 0.04)%

signal
mH = 170GeV
2267
1438
227
189
147
141
87
59
28
18
11.8 ± 0.7
(0.53 ± 0.03)%

signal
mH = 180GeV
1945
1276
204
173
137
131
78
52
19
11
5.9 ± 0.8
(0.30 ± 0.04)%

Table 5.6: The expected number of events for a luminosity of 1f b−1 for the
signal with Higgs masses between 165 and 180 GeV.

The efficiency quoted in the last rows of the tables refers to the initial population of the corresponding data sample. This explains the low signal total
efficiency which indeed grows up to ∼ 5% (for mH ∼ 165) if referred to the
h→W W →2µ2ν events cross section.
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σ × BR[f b]
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
tot
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qq → W W
11450
6629
905
770
526
398
369
142
29
7.3
4.1 ± 0.5
(0.036 ± 0.005)%

tt̄ → 2µ2ν
20747
18393
13774
5210
3893
3300
249
151
19
4.8
2.6 ± 0.3
(0.012 ± 0.001)%

gg → W W
540
340
52
44
33
32
29
17
4.0
1.7
1.0 ± 0.1
(0.18 ± 0.02)%

γ ∗ , Z → 2µ
791829
765083
715739
631693
465149
41354
386123
760
306
0.88
0.3 ± 0.3
(4 ± 4)10−5 %

Table 5.7: The expected number of events for a luminosity of 1f b−1 for the
backgrounds.

σ × BR[f b]
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
tot

bb̄ → 2µ2ν
716308
72017
57124
2383
758
594
579
559
0
0
0
0%

Wt
3400
2504
399
273
201
150
47
29
2.9
0.96
0.59 ± 0.10
(0.017 ± 0.003)%

ZZ
1520
522
183
161
120
92
87
41
4.1
0.31
0.18 ± 0.05
(0.012 ± 0.003)%

ZW
1630
1113
253
220
157
122
89
38
5.8
0.32
0.13 ± 0.05
(0.008 ± 0.003)%

Table 5.8: The expected number of events for a luminosity of 1f b−1 for the
backgrounds.
As shown in the plots of fig. 4.7 the muons kinematics, and in particular their
momentum, is sensible to the Higgs mass. This explains the smaller efficiency
for Higgs masses appreciably different than 165 GeV. The optimization of the
selections for the other mass values will be discussed later in this section.
The much larger signal efficiency with respect to all the backgrounds demostrates the peculiarity of the Higgs signature considered in this analysis.
This is true in particular for the non resonant W-pair background which is re-
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Events per 0.07 rad

duced by the cuts almost 20 times more than the signal. As anticipated in
paragraph 4.3.2, the gluon induced WW production is enhanced from 4% to
∼ 25% of the Born level process due to the similarities to the signal.
The jet veto has a dramatic effect on the tt̄ background which is also further
heavily reduced by the muons kinematics cuts.
The originally overwhelming Drell Yan background represents a small contribution in the selected phase space region, the most effective cuts being the
and the muons invariant mass.
Emiss
t
The other high rate process, i.e. bb̄→2µ + X, results not to survive already
after a subset of signal selections. The upper limit at 95% CL on the total
cuts
efficiency has been estimated by exchanging the preselection, mµµ and Emiss
t
order (whose effect is only loosely correlated) and evaluating the corresponding
efficiencies. An efficiency of ∼ 10−9 is obtained which is large enough to exclude
this as a dangerous background, even considering the sizable theoretical errors
on the total bb̄ cross section.
Both ZZ and WZ backgrounds are affected by the cuts devoted to the rejection of muons from a Z boson. Their total efficiency for the selection is much
smaller than the WW background and eventually they represent a negligeble
contribution.
The plot in fig. 5.16 shows the distribution of the azimuthal angle difference
between the muons obtained after all the selection cuts (but ∆φ itself), for an
integrated lumionosity L = 10f b−1 in the case with mH =165 GeV.
25
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Figure 5.16: Distribution of the angle between the two muons for a luminosity
of 10 f b−1 at the end of the selection.
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To partially recover the efficiency loss in the case of mH 6= 165 GeV, a dedicated optimization has been performed also for the other mass values. The most
suitable thresholds for muons momenta and invariant mass for the available set
of Higgs masses are reported in Table 5.9. The last two columns compares the
significance for the specific Higgs mass optimization and for the mH =165 set
of cuts. As it can be seen in the low mass region the improvement is sizable.
However, the significance remains rather low.
mH
(GeV)
130
140
150
160
165
170
180

PT (µmax )
(GeV)
25
25
30
30
35
30
30

PT (µmin )
(GeV)
15
15
20
25
25
20
20

mµµ
(GeV)
35
35
45
50
50
50
50

significance
(MH opt.)
0.21
0.54
1.37
2.53
2.62
2.27
1.16

significance
(MH = 165 GeV opt.)
0.00
0.18
0.93
2.32
2.62
2.03
1.04

Table 5.9: Kinematic cut optimizations for different Higgs masses. Last
two columns shows the significance with the dedicated mH cut optimization and
the significance with the mH =165 GeV cut optimization for L = 1f b−1 and
δb = 10%.

5.2

Background evaluation from data and systematics

In the previous section it has been shown how big are the rejection factors
needed for the backgrounds in order to obtain a large signal over background
ratio. Moreover the presence of two neutrinos in the final state of the decay
does not allow the reconstruction of a narrow invariant mass peak. The precise
understanding of the backgrounds is therefore the most critical issue concerning this Higgs discovery channel. The most reliable approach to address this
problem is to measure the different sources of background directly from the
data.
The commonly used method consists of selecting a signal-free phase space
region (control region) where a given background process is enhanced. The
contribution of that background in the signal region is then extrapolated from
the measured number of events in the control region. This procedure relies on
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the following relation:
Nsignal

reg

=

NMonteCarlo
signal reg
N
MonteCarlo control
Ncontrol reg

reg

=

σsignal
σcontrol

· signal reg
Ncontrol
reg · control reg
reg

reg

(5.6)

and NMonteCarlo
where NMonteCarlo
control reg are the numbers of events predicted by the
signal reg
Monte Carlo simulation in the signal and control region. Each of these two
numbers can be expressed as a product of the theoretical cross section in that
phase space area, σsignal reg (σcontrol reg ), and the experimental efficiency of reconstructing events in the same region, signal (control reg )6 . This will allow to better
point out the different sources of systematic uncertainties. In particular, the theoretical predictions enter the procedure only via the ratio σsignal reg /σcontrol reg ,
leading to a much smaller scale dependency and thus to smaller theoretical
uncertainties.
The characteristics that a background control region should have in order
to keep the systematic uncertainties as low as possible are the following:
• Theoretical calculations should be reliable in that phase space area
• The contamination from other processes should be small
• The selections for the signal and control phase space regions should be as
similar as possible
In the following the strategies for the normalization of the major backgrounds from the data will be described, discussing and evaluating the various
systematic uncertainties affecting the procedure.

5.2.1

tt̄ normalization

The presence of two b-tagged jets is a striking evidence for tt̄events. They will
be used therefore to characterize the control region for this background. The
control region will be defined by the same selections on the muons and the
Emiss
as for the signal region, matching thus the last requirement listed above.
t
This will allow to consider only the systematics concerning the b-tagging and
the jet reconstruction (for the tt̄ control region) and the vetoing efficiencies (for
the signal region).
The algorithm used to discriminate whether a jet is originated from a b
quark is based on the impact parameters of charged particle tracks associated
6

The experimental uncertainties could modify the boundaries defining the phase space
where the cross section is calculated theoretically. This is the case in particular when the
selections involve jets. The “” terms in relation (5.6) are assumed to account also for this
effect.
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1

Efficiency

Efficiency

to the jet [74]. The parameter, in the following called “discriminator”, that
characterizes the efficiency and the mistagging rate of the algorithm is the impact parameter significance (σIP ) of a minimum number of tracks associated
to the jet. In this study a jet is tagged as a b-jet if its measured Et is greater
then 20 GeV and if there are at least 2 tracks whose σIP is higher than a given
threshold7 . A compromise is needed between the desire to have a small statistical error, which means to have a high efficiency in selecting the tt̄ events, and
to bound the systematic error due to the contamination from other processes,
which requires keeping the mistagging rate as low as possible.
In order to find out the most suitable working point, the efficiency and the
mistagging rate have been studied as a function of the discrimator’s value. The
results are shown in the plots of fig. 5.17 and 5.18. The solid line in the right
(left) plot represents the efficiency of tagging at least 2 (1) jets as coming from
a b-quark when actually 2 b’s are present within |η| < 2.5.
The dashed line represents the fraction of b-tagged jets which match the bparton direction with a precision of ∆R < 0.5. The left plot shows the matching
efficiency for one b-tagged jet, while on the right plot the direction of two btagged jets must match those of the corresponding 2 b-quarks.
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Figure 5.17: Jet b-tagging efficiency (solid line) and matching efficiency
(dashed line) as a function of the b-tagging algorithm discrimator value calculated on tt̄ events. On the left plot the efficiency of b-tagging and matching
with a b parton at least one jet out of two is shown. On the right plot the
efficiency of b-tagging two jets is shown.
To quantify the mistagging rate events without bottom quarks are selected
out of the Drell-Yan sample. The mistagging rate is calculated from the ratio between the number of b-tagged jets and the total number of jet with Et > 20 GeV.
7

The number of tracks whose σIP has to be higher then the discriminator value could be
varied as well. In this study the default value of 2 tracks has been used.
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Mismatching rate

The results are shown in the plot fig. 5.18.
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Figure 5.18: Ratio between the number of b-tagged jets and the total number
of jets with Et > 20 GeV as a function of the discriminator value.
Finally the number of events in the control region for 10 fb−1 as a function
of the discriminator’s values is computed. Table 5.2.1 summarizes the results
for tt̄ , W t and the signal. It is worth reminding that in addition to the request
of two b-tagged jets, the cuts applied to get the numbers of events listed in
Table 5.2.1 are those listed at the beginning of section 5.1.6 but the jet veto.
Discriminator
1.5
1.75
2
2.25
2.5
2.75
3

tt̄
218
211
194
183
173
166
152

Signal
1
1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1

Wt
2
2
1
1
1
1
<1

Table 5.10: Number of events of tt̄ , Signal and W t expected for 10 fb−1 in
the control region defined by requiring two b-tagged jets as a function of the
discriminator value. The statistical error on tt̄ events due to Monte Carlo
samples statistics ranges between 10 and 20%.
In the following the discriminator value used for jet b-tagging will be 2. In
this case the b-tagging efficiency for two tags is O(30%) while the mistagging
rate is O(3%).
Not all the processes with 2µ + 2b + Etmiss as the final state have been fully
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simulated for this analysis. Nevertheless general considerations and fast Monte
Carlo level checks can be used to exclude other relevant sources of backgrounds.
The more natural concurrent process is the not resonant W + W − →2µ + bb̄
which is anyway suppressed with respect to tt̄. Its cross section is indeed expected to be smaller than 0.2 pb. Assuming the same efficiency for the kinematic
selections as for the W + W − →2µ (∼ 3·10−3 ) and including the double-b tagging
efficiency, less than 2 events are expected for 10 f b−1 in the control region.

a.u.

In the fully simulated Drell Yan sample used in this analysis, the eventual
additional bb̄ pair comes only from a gluon splitting, the main mechanism of
γ ∗ /Z ∗ + 2b not being included. For an estimation of the contamination of the
tt̄ control region due to this process a parton level sample generated with a
matrix element Monte Carlo (MadGraph [75]) has thus been used. Applying
cut on the latter sample, ∼ 10
the signal kinematic selections, but the Emiss
t
events are expected for 1 fb−1 . In order to compute the rejection due to Emiss
cut
t
the corresponding distribution (fig. 5.19) has been computed for events with
2 reconstructed b-jets in the fully simulated Drell Yan sample. Analogously to
cut results to be smaller than
the inclusive process, the efficiency for the Emiss
t
1%. Considering also the efficiency for the double b-tagging, it is possible to
safely exclude this as a dangerous background.
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Figure 5.19: Emiss
spectrum for reconstructed γ ∗ /Z ∗ →2µ + 2b events
t

In the following the various contribution of uncertainty which affect the
tt̄ normalization procedure are listed and discussed.
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Theoretical uncertainty
The theoretical uncertainty of the tt̄ cross section ratio σsignal reg /σcontrol reg has
been studied in [76] at parton level with LO precision by varying the renormalization and factorization scale. The error has been estimated to range between
3% to 10% mostly due to the choice of PDF.
In section 4.4.1 a set of Monte Carlo programs have been compared to estimate the uncertainties introduced by the approximations each programs uses.
It has been shown that the kinematics of the muons and the properties of the
jets are not affected by NLO corrections. Given the fact that already at LO
σsignal reg /σcontrol reg is not sensible to the renormalization scale [76], the systematic error due to the fix order calculation can be safely neglected.
On the contrary, the jets properties and in particular the veto efficiency
depend on the assumed showering model (in 4.4.1, Lund and cluster models
were compared). Nonetheless, as already stated, this discrepancies among the
models will be sizably reduced thanks to the tuning on the LHC data.
The Monte Carlo program used to generate tt̄ , Pythia, does not take into account the spin correlation between the top and the antitop. This affects the ∆φ
distribution of the two muons (fig. 4.21). However the ratio σsignal reg /σcontrol reg
is not sensible to that, since the same ∆φ cut is applied to define both phase
space areas.
In the following we will assume the theoretical uncertainty on the tt̄ normalization procedure to be 10%.
Jet Energy Scale (JES) uncertainty
In the proposed tt̄normalization procedures, the jet energy scale (JES) uncertainty is particularly important since it affects in opposite manner the signal
region, defined by vetoing the jets, and the control region where the presence of
two jets is required. To take into account this sort of anticorrelation of signal reg
and control reg , the effect of the JES uncertainty is estimated directly on their
ratio by rescaling the measured jet four momentum by a fractional uncertainty
µ
µ
(i.e. Pjet
= (1 + λ)Pjet
). The plot in fig. 5.20 shows the relative variation of
M onteCarlo
Nsignal
reg
M onteCarlo
Ncontrol
reg

for various values of λ. The JES uncertainty foreseen at CMS is

O(5%) for 1 fb−1 and it is expected to decrease down to ∼ 3% for 5 fb−1 thanks
to the calibration on the W mass [24].
α criterion uncertainty
In section 5.1.3 the α parameter has been introduced to reduce the fake jet rate
for small jet ET . This allowed to push down to 15 GeV the ET threshold for
the jet veto. To estimate the systematic uncertainty due to α criterion, the

5.

Nsignal Nsignal
δ(
)/
Ncontrol Ncontrol
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value of the cut has been varied from 0.15 to 0.25. Moreover different values
of the minimum pt for a track to be included in the sum have been tried, from
2 to 3 GeV. The consequent variation of the jet veto efficiency (affecting only
M onteCarlo
Nsignal
reg ) is relatively small, i.e. of the order of 4%.
b-tagging uncertainty
At the LHC, the uncertainty on the b-tagging efficiency will be estimated exploiting tt̄ events as calibration samples. The precision with which the b-tagging
efficiency will be known is expected to be ± 11% for 1 fb−1 integrated luminosity
and it is foreseen to improve to ± 7% with 10 fb−1 [77].
Uncertainties on the composition of the control region
From the discussion done before on the possible contamination from other backgrounds, tt̄ results to be the dominant process in the chosen control region. The
other processes contribute for less than 1%. It is then safe to simply neglect
their contribution as source of systematic error.
Statistical uncertainty on Ncontrol

reg

Assuming a poissonian behavior, the statistical uncertainty scales with the integrated luminosity as the square root of the number of tt̄ events in the control
region. For integrated luminosity greater than 5 f b−1 the error is ∼ 10% (compare table 5.2.1).
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In table 5.11 the estimated contributions of the uncertainties listed above
are summarized for 1, 5 and 10 f b−1 .
Luminosity
(fb−1 )
1
5
10

Theoretical
error
10%
10%
10%

Detector systematics
JES α criterion b-tagging
5%
4%
11%
3%
4%
9%
3%
4%
7%

Statistical
error
24%
11%
8%

Total
error
29%
18%
15%

Table 5.11: Sources of uncertainty for the tt̄ background normalization procedure. Results are shown for 1, 5 and 10 fb−1 .

5.2.2

WW normalization

In contrast to the tt̄ background normalization, which can be performed using
an almost completely pure tt̄ control sample, it is impossible to isolate the
WW background in a clean way. This means that contributions of other processes have to be subtracted and their systematic uncertainties have to be taken
into account during the normalization procedure of the WW background, including gg → W + W − events. In fig. 5.21 the overall background normalization
strategy is illustrated. There are four phase space regions involved in the WW
background normalization. Each region is defined with a certain set of cuts:
• signal region: the selection of events in the signal region are listed in
section 5.1.6.
• WW region: same as in the signal region, but ∆φ > 0.8 and 50 GeV
< mµµ < 80 GeV.
• DY (WW) region: same as in the WW region, but 80 GeV < mµµ <
100 GeV.
• tt (WW) region: same as in the WW region, but the jet veto is replaced
with the requirement of two b-tagged jets (Et > 20 GeV and two tracks
with σIP > 2).
In all cases, the selection is independent of the Higgs mass hypothesis. The
total number of events in each region is given in table 5.12, and the contributions of individual processes are represented in form of pie charts in fig. 5.21.
The main contamination of the WW region is due to Drell-Yan, tt̄ and the
Higgs signal. The number of Drell-Yan and tt̄ is determined by extrapolating the corresponding numbers from relatively clean control regions and the
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subtracted from the WW region. Additional small contributions from other
backgrounds in the WW region are determined from Monte Carlos and then
subtracted. The Higgs signal contribution can be estimated with an iterative
process but the most conservative choice is to consider this contamination as
additional background. In all control regions, there is no contribution from the
bb̄ background.

Figure 5.21: Scheme for background normalization from the data in different
phase space regions: the signal region, the tt region, the WW region, the
DY (WW) region, and the tt (WW) region. The arrows indicate the
extrapolation of the number of events determined in the corresponding “control
region” into the corresponding “target region”. Each region is represented by a
pie chart that shows the fractions of certain types of events: h165 is the Higgs
signal with mh = 165 GeV, WW is the sum of WW backgrounds, tt is the
tt̄ background, DY is the Drell-Yan background, and other is the sum of the
Wt, ZW and ZZ backgrounds. The number of expected events in each region is
reported in Tab. 5.12.

5.2.

Background evaluation from data and systematics
Channel
Signal
tt̄
WW
DY
Wt,ZZ,WZ
all

Signal
region
14.3
2.6
5.1
0.3
0.8
23.1

tt̄
region
0.0
19.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
17.1

WW
region
6.0
6.2
11.5
15.0
1.9
40.6

tt̄ (WW)
region
0.0
25.7
0.0
0.0
0.1
24.8

123
DY (WW)
region
0.1
3.2
4.4
267
7.3
282

Table 5.12: Number of expected events in all the regions with an integrated
luminosity of 1 fb−1 . The Signal region numbers are referred to mH = 165 GeV .

Theoretical uncertainty
In section 4.3.1, it has been shown that the NLO computation for the ∆φ distribution of the muons from WW differs from the prediction performed at Born
level. Since different parts of the ∆φ distribution are used as control regions
in the normalization procedure this effect introduces a systematic uncertainty,
which is estimated to be O(10%) [51]. It must be stressed that this systematics
is contingent and it is related to the fact that the full simulated WW sample
used was generated with LO accuracy.
Statistical error and uncertainties on the Ncontrol

reg

All background normalization uncertainties are calculated in the following way:
s
X
(ni × δi )2 × εcontrol→target
(5.7)
δextrapolation = ntotal +
i

where ntotal 8 is the total number of events in the corresponding control region,
ni × δi is the product of the number of events and the systematic uncertainty of
an individual process in the control region, and εcontrol→target is the extrapolation
efficiency from the control region to the target region, e.g. the signal region.
The WW background normalization requires three extrapolations from control regions to target regions:
• DY (WW) region ⇒ WW region: with an extrapolation uncertainty
of 5% [78] the extrapolated number of events and the uncertainty from
Eq. 5.7 is 15.86 ± 1.23 events (79.29 ± 4.49 events) for 1 fb−1 (5 fb−1 ) of
integrated luminosity.
8

This term takes into account the statistical fluctuations of the control sample.
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• tt (WW) region ⇒ WW region: with an extrapolation uncertainty
of 20% (15%) [61] the extrapolated number of events and the uncertainty
from Eq. 5.7 is 6.19 ± 1.75 events (30.93 ± 5.41 events) for 1 fb−1 (5 fb−1 )
of integrated luminosity.
• WW region ⇒ signal region: as illustrated in Fig. 5.21, the first two
items are inputs to this extrapolation, which means that the obtained
numbers of Drell-Yan and tt̄ events are subtracted in the WW region
and the corresponding uncertainties are propagated. The extrapolation
uncertainty of WW events is mainly due to the neglected NLO effect on
the ∆φ distribution and to the unknown higher order correction of the
gg → W + W − contribution [51]; it amounts to 9% for the cuts used in
this analysis. In addition, the remaining backgrounds are estimated and
subtracted with the following uncertainties: δW t = 40%, δZW = 20% and
δZZ = 20%. According to Eq. 5.7 we obtain 7.35 ± 3.04 events (36.77 ±
7.85 events) for 1 fb−1 (5 fb−1 ) of integrated luminosity.
The results of the last item are used for the calculation of the Higgs discovery
potential with mh = 165 GeV, and an integrated luminosity of either 1 fb−1 or
5 fb−1 .
Furthermore, it should be pointed out that the entire background normalization procedure is performed using only the di-muon data set and therefore
no additional data sets are needed. In this way, potential uncertainties due to
different trigger efficiencies and different integrated luminosities of other data
sets do not play a role.

5.2.3

other backgrounds normalization

The Drell-Yan background has been normalized to estimate the contamination
in the WW region. The same results can be achieved in the signal region. The
plots in fig. 5.14 demonstrates that the invariant mass cut from 80 GeV to
100 GeV define a clean control region. ZW background can be normalized by
requiring one additional lepton in the final state and removing the ∆φ and
the invariant mass cuts. ZZ background can be normalized by requiring two
additional leptons in the final state and removing the ∆φ and the invariant
mass cuts. They are expected to contribute to the total background by only
3% (DY), 1% (ZW) and 1% (ZZ). For the W t background is not easy to define
a normalization region. This process can indeed be consistently separated from
doubly resonant top production only if the presence of a b-tagged jet is required
and if a veto is applied on other eventual jets [60] [59]. In this way however, the
fraction of tt̄ events would still be predominant. As this process is expected not
to represent a sizable fraction of the total background (∼ 6%), the Monte Carlo

5.3.

Signal significance
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prediction will be then directly used. for which the theoretical uncertainty is
estimated to be about 30% at LO and 10% at NLO [60].

5.2.4

Detector misalignment systematics

A study for the misalignment impact on the track reconstruction has been
done [79]. In the fist data scenario (100 pb−1 - 1 f b−1 ) the muon chamber
position uncertainty is expected to be 1 mm and the orientation uncertainty
about 0.2 mrad. The tracker position uncertainty is expected to be about 5 µm
for TPE, 10 µm for TPB, 50 µm for TEC and TOB, 100 µm for TIB and 400 µm
for TID. The results from simulation show the muon reconstruction efficiency
will be unaffected, while the momentum resolution (for 100 GeV tracks) will
be reduced from 1-2 % to 4-5%. Under these circumstances, the systematic
contribution to the signal and background selection is expected to be negligible
with respect to the background normalization systematics.

5.3

Signal significance

The signal significance can be obtained using counting or Likelihood methods.
Here the counting ScP method (with the ”scp” program [80]) was used. ScP is
the probability, converted in equivalent number of sigmas, to observe at least
Ns + Nb events from Poisson distribution with mean Nb . The presence of
systematics errors influence the significance calculations. With a systematics
uncertainty ∆NB , in the large number of events approximation, the significance
can be expressed as following:
p
p
(5.8)
ScP = 2 ∗ (Ns + Nb ) − (Nb + ∆Nb )
The hypothesis is to find the same number of signal and background events
predicted by the Monte Carlo. The systematic errors due to the tt̄ and WW
background normalization methods was included. Two options was considered:
1. the signal contamination in the WW control region can be subtracted;
2. the signal contamination in the WW control region must be considered as
additional background.
Table 5.13 summarizes the total backgrounds and errors for different integrated
luminosity. The systematics and statistical errors due to the limited Monte
Carlo statistics are included.
The signal to background ratio as a function of different Higgs masses is
shown in Fig. 5.22. The signal significance is shown in Fig. 5.23. The plot
on the left shows the increase of the significance when the kinematic cuts are
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1.
2.
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Luminosity
1 fb−1
5 fb−1
1 fb−1
5 fb−1

Total background
8.8
44.0
11.0
55.3

Total error
3.2 (36%)
8.3 (19%)
3.2 (29%)
8.3 (15%)

Table 5.13: Total background and error for integrated luminosity of 1 and 5
fb−1 . The two options for the signal contamination in the WW control region
were considered.

Signal/Background

optimized as a function of the Higgs mass (Tab. 5.9 ). The plot on the right
shows the decrease of the significance when the signal contamination in the WW
control region is considered as additional background.
2
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
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Figure 5.22: Signal to background ratio for the option 1. as a function of different Higgs masses. Error bars are the statistical contribution with a luminosity
of 1 fb−1

A small overestimation of the systematic error (and of the background for
option 2) was done for Higgs masses higher and lower than 165 GeV , the reason
is the lower signal contamination expected in the WW control region.

Signal significance

6
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Figure 5.23: Significance as a function of different Higgs masses with a luminosity of 5 fb−1 , solid line for kinematic cuts optimized at mH = 165 GeV ,
dashed line for kinematic cuts optimized as a function of the Higgs mass (left).
Significance as a function of different Higgs masses with a luminosity of 1 and
5 fb−1 , solid line for the option 1., dashed line for the option 2 (right).
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Conclusions
The main subjects of this thesis have been the study of the Drift Tubes Chambers performances by means of the MTCC cosmic muon data and the analysis
in full detector simulation of the h → W + W − → µ+ νµ− ν̄ Higgs decay channel.
The DT chambers have been operated for the first time in their final position
and at the nominal magnetic field. Being time measuring devices, the DT
chambers are particularly sensible to the timing of the signal sent and received.
Because of the a-synchronousness of the cosmic muons with respect to the 40
MHz clock of all the trigger and detectors’ electronics, the synchronization of
the DT with the other muon detectors and the L1A signal was not perfect; all
the consequent effects have however been understood and explained, gathering
extremely useful experience for the incoming LHC operations.
The effect of the stray magnetic field in the interferes on the drift properties
have been studied. As expected only the DT chambers closest to the edge of
the solenoid resulted to be affected. In particular the effective drift velocity in
those chambers has been measured to diminish by ∼ 2.5%, showing moreover a
dependency on the z coordinate (along the beam axis).
An innovative method for the vdrif t calibration, based on the secondary
hits distribution (“photo-peak”), has been illustrated. With respect to the
standard mean-time approach, it has the important advantage to disentangle the
estimation of the drift velocity from that of the time pedestal. The results shown
agree with those of the mean-time method, providing thus a very promising
alternative and an useful cross-check.
The full detector simulation analyses of the h → W + W − → µ+ νµ− ν̄ channel
confirms that this decay chain is one of the most promising for the discovery in
the intermediate Higgs mass scenario. In particular in the case with mh ∼ 165
GeV, the final state with two muons can independently lead to a 5 standard
deviation Higgs discovery with less than 5 f b−1 .
With respect to the past analysis, in this study some important steps forward have been done. Thanks to the availability of theoretical computations
for higher order corrections, the Monte Carlo modelling of the signal and main
background processes is now much more accurate. The effects of the LO approximations for the signal, WW and top quark background have been pointed
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out and estimated.
Concerning the experimental aspects, improvements have been done on the
muon selection (impact parameter and isolation), on the low ET jets reconespecially for Drell Yan events.
struction and on the measurement of the Emiss
t
The kinematic cuts have eventually been optimized to gather efficiency for the
signal and rejection power on the backgrounds. It was also demonstrated that
the potentially dangerous bb̄ background is completely eliminated by the signal
selections, while only a negligible contribution is provided by DY events in the
selected signal phase space area.
Finally, complete and robust strategies for the normalization of the tt̄ and
WW backgrounds from the data have been described. All the related systematic
uncertainties have been discussed in detail and evaluated.
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